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I never imaged writing a “farewell” column in MUS Today,
but after ten years it’s time for me to graduate. I have learned
so much in my tenure as director of communications and editor
of this magazine, and I have taken seriously my charge to watch
over and champion the image and reputation of this great
institution. I am happy with the work we have done.
I sincerely will miss the dear friends I have made – so many of you! I especially will
miss Ellis Haguewood, Perry Dement, and the Board of Trustees, and I thank them for
giving me the opportunity to become part of this special community. They have been
sagacious mentors and close friends and have given me unqualified support to create new
marketing tools, communications, and publications to advance the school. I also will miss
the professionalism and positive energy of our team of administrators, my staff, and my
co-workers. These men and women have brought absolute joy to my life, and working
with them has been a dream. I have the utmost admiration and respect for all those –
my colleagues, trustees, alumni, parents, and the students – who have proven over the
years their love of and commitment to MUS.
I want everyone to know that working in a community of honor is what leaves the
greatest impression on me as I retire. Veritas honorque, truth and honor, permeate the
hallways and classrooms here at MUS; and integrity speaks loudly in the workplaces and
homes of our constituents. The many people who I have come to know through my work
here have continually inspired me to be the best person that I can be, holding myself and
others to the highest standards. In my career of more than 30 years, I have never experienced
a more noble workplace and leadership than that at MUS.
Trow Gillespie recently told me, “MUS is a magical place.” It is so true. The people, the
relationships, the community, the standard of excellence – the magic – this is what I have
been trying to communicate to others for the last ten years. I wish everyone could experience
MUS as I have. If they could, they would be truly blessed.
Debbie B. Lazarov
Director of Communications
Phone: (901) 260-1416
Email: debbie.lazarov@musowls.org
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Headmaster’s Message
by Ellis Haguewood

…and test you,

to do you good in the end.
(Deuteronomy 8:16b)

Pop quizzes, reading quizzes,
chapter tests, unit tests, semester
exams – for the student at MUS, the
testing seems relentless and at times
onerous. And to
what purpose?
The traditional
answer is that
tests allow
the student to
evaluate what
he’s learned or
not learned, and
tests allow the teachers to assess what
they actually taught against what they
think they’ve taught. If that were all,
it would be enough. But I believe that
tests can produce a kind of mental
toughness, stamina, and perseverance that has significant value outside
the classroom as well as inside. Life
will confront our boys with difficult,
at times seemingly insurmountable,
challenges. There are greater tests
coming, and our mission of developing well-rounded young men of strong
moral character requires that we
prepare them for the tests ahead. No
test seems pleasant at the time, but
if we can help our boys fight through
the right kinds of intentional adversity
that MUS devises, we prepare them
for university, for graduate and professional schools, and ultimately for life.
The academic excellence that we
demand can bring out the best that
a boy can muster in himself. He may
earn the first “C” of his life here. He
may at times feel a bit overwhelmed.
But if he finds within himself the will
and the discipline to meet with his
teacher, to rewrite the paper, to study
an extra hour, to pay attention in
class, to take copious notes, to prepare
diligently for class, to read the assignments carefully, to do his homework
and practice exercises always, to give
it his best effort, he can succeed. And
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with that success, he will feel true
self-esteem and honest self-worth that
belie the false praise he might have
received in the past. In looking back
on his days in Professor Bill Hatchett’s
class, alumnus Frank Crumbaugh ’70
described the pain, the effort, the final
exhilaration of finally pleasing the
master teacher this way:
He disciplined, trained, and cultivated my gifts. He was a relentless editor.
Essays returned covered in red ink were
living things bleeding from the corrective
surgeries of a master, and his seemingly
omniscient eye for detail and correction
felt detached and cold and, at times, even
brutal. Nothing could have been farther
from the truth. Mr. Hatchett refused to
accept anything less than that of which
he knew me to be capable. And when an
“A” appeared at the top of an essay, it was
a mighty triumph – a rare trophy hunted
and brought down…earned through the
honest pursuit of a worthwhile quarry. It is
amusing to think that 5-paragraph, 300word essays could be so formative, but they
were.

The Honor System serves as an excellent pedagogue for boys who would
be men of honor. The tests come every
day. Every time a boy takes a quiz
without cheating, every time a boy
writes the words of the Honor Code
Pledge on his paper (“On my honor, I
have neither given nor received aid on

this paper”), every time a boy writes a
paper without plagiarizing, every time
a boy answers his teacher truthfully,
every time a boy resists the urge to
take property from a fellow student, he
is building an inner strength that will
allow him to reject more difficult tests
of his honor later in life.
In the crucible of athletic competition and in rigorous practice sessions,
boys are tested. Team sports and
individual sports – with outstanding
coaches and the right philosophy –
can teach a boy lessons about life and
about himself. He can catch a glimpse
of something real, a belief in what he is
capable of, a love of honor, a quiet selfconfidence, and a heart for perseverance. He learns courage and stamina
and strength.
Of course, the ultimate question
to ask of any test is “Does it work?”
“Does it produce the results we want?”
Our alumni answer the question with
a resounding “yes.” They trust us,
and they believe that we knew what
they needed at a time when they were
too young to know. Our alumni, as
a whole, are and were outstanding
university students. And what is more
important, they are excellent citizens,
exerting a positive leadership in Memphis and around the world, disproportionate to their number.
There is greater testing coming
for every one of the boys of MUS. The
worries of life, the riches of life, the
pleasures of life – these can entangle
and prevent the maturity we desire
of our boys who are becoming men.
I believe that the tests we provide at
MUS – the smaller tests that our boys
pass each day – engender the inner
strength, the perseverance, the honor,
the good judgment, the discernment,
the integrity, the stamina, the courage
to face the larger tests they will surely
face ahead.  

Weathering
the
Storm
  
Rebuilding a City

Photo by David G. Spielman

			

by Caitlin Goodrich

As a longtime resident of New Orleans, architect Ames
Yeates ’68 was no stranger to unpredictable weather. He and
his family had, on numerous occasions, filled bathtubs, taped
windows, and stocked up on flashlights, batteries, and food in
anticipation of “the big hit.” They had piled their belongings
into cars and left the Crescent City, using their time away to
catch up with old friends and visit family in Memphis. But the
hassle of preparing for that big storm that might never come;
of taking care of children, pets, and home security; of making
hotel reservations and ensuring financial stability in the event
of a crisis was an ordeal – one that Yeates and his wife, Cynthia,
hoped to avoid when forecasters began predicting yet another
hurricane in August of 2005.
MUS TODAY
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“In almost all of the cases in the past, the hurricanes would change course at some point and head
over to Texas or the Mississippi Gulf Coast,” says
Yeates. “Cynthia grew up in New Orleans and lived
through many hurricane seasons. She believed this was
another ‘cry wolf ’ situation and wasn’t even interested
in thinking about starting
the detailed preparations
that usually take place”
prior to a tropical storm.
But Yeates was much more
apprehensive.
Hurricane Katrina
began spinning over the
Bahamas on August 23. It
crossed South Florida as a
Category 1 hurricane and
grew stronger as it entered

the Gulf of Mexico, eventually reaching Category 5
speeds. “This storm was huge,” Yeates says. “The satellite images indicated that Katrina covered the entire
Gulf, and it was heading directly for New Orleans. I
realized it was not going to change course at the last
minute.”
The Yeates family had done little to prepare for an
evacuation, but Yeates, cognizant of the severity of the
situation, remained awake through the night of August
26 to keep an eye on the storm. The next morning,
he made a last-minute reservation at a hotel in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, gathered his wife and two children,
and headed out of New Orleans. “We left the city with
only blue jeans and a few other items, thinking that –
as in the past – we would be able to return home in
a day,” Yeates recalls. “When we realized just how
significant and powerful Katrina was, the situation and
our thoughts changed at a very fast pace.”
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Right: Boats along Lake Pontchartrain in
New Orleans were hurled onto land and
scattered everywhere by the hurricane.
Below: Radar shows the massive hurricane as it hit the
Gulf Coast. Historic Jackson Barracks suffered heavy flood
damage from Katrina.

A bulletin released on August 28 by the National Weather
Service’s New Orleans/Baton Rouge office predicted “devastating
damage” and projected that the area could be “uninhabitable for
weeks.” The National Guard was activated, and New Orleans Mayor
Ray Nagin ordered mandatory evacuations. “Refuges of last resort”
were set up throughout New Orleans for those unable to leave as the
city braced for Katrina’s landfall.
Large portions of the city sit below sea level, protected from the
waters of Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi River by a system of
floodwalls and levees. “The worst-case scenario for New Orleans is a
large hurricane headed in a directional path where it could conceivably empty Lake Pontchartrain into the city, causing massive flooding,” Yeates says. Hurricane Katrina had that potential.
Katrina weakened before coming ashore in southeast Louisiana
on the morning of August 29, but winds remained strong at approximately 125 miles per hour. Despite the precautions taken, New
Orleans was unprepared for the Category 2-3 storm.
The Yeates family was safely outside the city when Katrina hit,
breaching the levees in more than 50 locations and leaving approximately 80 percent of New Orleans under water. “Hotels were
overbooked all over the southern states, with evacuees fleeing from
coastal regions. We were only able to book a hotel room in Tuscaloosa for one night,” Yeates remembers. “[We were] offered a house
in Carthage, Mississippi, so we left Tuscaloosa and ended up driving
unaware through the eye of the storm to get to our safe haven. As we
drove into Carthage, there were tornado sirens going off everywhere.
My daughter was terrified. Shortly after we arrived, the power went
out and trees began snapping and falling all around us. It was a very
scary time. The next morning, we decided it was time to head for
Memphis.”

The Aftermath

From Yeates’ mother’s home in Memphis, the family
watched reports of the destruction, flooding, and anarchy
taking place in New Orleans. “It was a shock,” Yeates says.
And it was clear that the city would not be habitable for
quite some time. “It was my son, Zeno, who finally brought
us out of our state of shock and informed us that he and my
daughter, Winnie, would not be able to go back to their respective schools in New Orleans for the fall semester,” Yeates
remembers. He immediately contacted MUS.
“I have always appreciated the opportunity to have
attended a school like MUS during my adolescence,” Yeates
says. “I have the fondest memories of my years at the school
and have always told Zeno that if we had lived in Memphis,
he surely would have been an MUS alum.” It appeared as if
Zeno might have that opportunity.
Fortunately, Zeno had met with his college counselor
at Isidore Newman School a day prior to his family’s evacuation. As a result of that meeting, he carried with him to
Memphis copies of his transcript, which he presented to
Director of Admissions Danny Kahalley upon his arrival at
MUS. Zeno was immediately accepted and began classes
under the tutelage of some of the teachers and coaches
who had instructed his father years before. Yeates’ daughter
enrolled at St. Mary’s Episcopal School.
Once his children were settled in Memphis, Yeates
obtained a pass that would allow him to reenter New Orleans, and he ventured back to the city with his brother-inlaw. Yeates and his wife operate Yeates and Yeates Architects,
LLC, a firm they started soon after graduating from Tulane
University’s School of Architecture. “We needed to check on
the status of the office and try to collect our computer hard
drives and other important documents so we could set up an
interim office at another location.”
Yeates – like the rest of the country – had heard widespread reports of looting, violence, and other criminal
activity taking place in New Orleans, so he and his brotherin-law had a gun on hand when they returned.

“The first thing I remember after passing through the National Guard checkpoint was how eerily quiet everything was.
The streets were essentially empty,” Yeates recalls. “It reminded
me of Memphis in 1968 after Martin Luther King, Jr., had been
assassinated and of the curfews that were in place to control the
rioting. Seeing almost no traffic on Poplar Avenue with National Guardsmen situated at each intersection was a sight I will
never forget.”
Yeates’ home and business are both located in the “sliver by
the river” – a part of the city including Uptown, Downtown,
the Garden District, and the French Quarter that sits higher
than the rest of New Orleans. Both structures sustained property damage due to Katrina’s high wind and heavy rains but
managed to escape the flood waters.
The rest of the city did not fare so well. “The water lines
and markings visible on the houses and buildings were evidence
of how high the flood waters actually rose,” Yeates says. “In
addition to the houses and buildings, thousands of cars were
totally destroyed by flooding and were left strewn about the city.
Huge live oak trees were felled and were blocking streets. Without electrical power, nothing could be cooled or refrigerated
and, in addition to all the rancid food and garbage that had to
be thrown away, most refrigerators and freezers in the city were
also contaminated and had to be removed. The amount of trash
and storm debris created by the hurricane was staggering, and
the stench from piled-up garbage was extremely unpleasant. I
had always heard that one of the first services to be missed in a
disaster would be the garbage collection. After experiencing the
aftermath of Katrina firsthand, I can attest that this is true.
“It’s difficult to imagine the scope of the problems created
by the flooding,” Yeates continues. “It was unimaginable that
these things could happen in the U.S. – you hear about things
like this in third-world countries, but not here! We received
tetanus shots at a military MASH tent. The doctors came over
to where we were standing, we rolled up our sleeves, and they
stuck in the syringe. There were no questions, no exchange of
names, no medical charts. I could go on and on….”
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Returning Home and Rebuilding a City
In the days and weeks following Katrina, Yeates and his family
debated whether to return to New
Orleans. “Based on the magnitude
of the damage, we briefly considered leaving the city,” Yeates
recalls. “We had the options and
the means to leave and to relocate
somewhere else.” But the family
decided to stay.
“We were extremely fortunate
in so many ways,” Yeates says. “Although we suffered property damage, we considered ourselves
fortunate compared to so many. We also had a busy architectural practice in place with employees and existing clients that
would make it very hard to relocate. And we have been happy
in the city for many years.” So the Yeates family returned
home and set about rebuilding their lives – and their city.
As a young professional, Yeates had been drawn to New
Orleans’ “richly interwoven architectural fabric” and vibrant
culture, and these factors played a major role in his decision
to begin a career and open a business in the Big Easy. In the
years prior to Katrina, Yeates and Yeates Architects weathered
periods of economic stagnation and watched as the city
suffered the consequences of poor political
leadership and a shrinking tax base. The firm
managed to remain busy, providing architectural and engineering services for historic
renovations and restorations, educational
facilities, hospitals, office buildings, libraries,
financial institutions, and residential structures
throughout the Gulf Coast region.

The Yeates family – Ames, Zeno,
Cynthia, and Winnie – returned
to New Orleans in the middle of
Zeno's senior year. The Owl yearbook paid tribute to Zeno, Class
of 2006: "Every cloud has a silver
lining. The silver lining to Katrina
was that it allowed us the opportunity to share our halls with Zeno.
He stepped right in, writing for the
paper, running cross country, and
submerging himself academically.
We miss this true gentleman!"

Given his experience, Yeates was well positioned to assist
with the reconstruction efforts following Katrina and dedicated himself to helping establish “a sense of normalcy” upon
his return. “The scope of the hurricane damage was enormous
and affected all types of buildings throughout the region,”
Yeates says. “Numerous public facilities – hospitals, fire stations, police stations, schools – in parishes in the regions at
low elevations were severely damaged and had to be condemned, redesigned, and replaced. Tidal surges in some areas
dislodged buildings from their structural foundations, and
salt water corroded steel structures to the point where almost
nothing was salvageable.”

East elevation drawing
of building at Jackson
Barracks in New Orleans,
designed by Yeates &
Yeates Architects.
Construction continues
on Jackson Barracks,
the state headquarters
for the National Guard
and the Louisiana
Military Department.
To reinstate this historical
site to its intended function, Yeates’ company has
been assisting with master
planning, architectural,
and engineering services.
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Initially, Yeates and Yeates assisted the Louisiana National
Guard with master planning services. Their task was to reestablish Jackson Barracks – a historic site in the badly damaged
lower Ninth Ward – as the National Guard’s state headquarters. In addition to master planning, the company also helped
lay out a designated area at Jackson Barracks for a new alternative housing pilot program. The program, funded by the
federal government, provides replacement housing – “Katrina
cottages” – for individuals who lost their homes to the storm.
But Yeates and Yeates’ involvement in New Orleans’ redevelopment has extended beyond Jackson Barracks. The company has worked hand-in-hand with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and each local parish’s user
agency on projects ranging from health services and housing
to schools and historical buildings. “We recently completed a
fire station/emergency medical facility,” Yeates says.
And while many have been critical of FEMA and the
government’s response to Katrina, Yeates knows firsthand the

Yet despite the seemingly insurmountable adversity faced
by the citizens of New Orleans, Yeates has been inspired by
the resiliency he has seen in Katrina’s wake. “So many people
have really undergone extreme hardship as a result of the
storm,” he says. “Families have been displaced. They have lost
loved ones, homes, businesses, heirlooms, and sentimental
items – children’s report cards, family scrapbooks, and photographs. But many people just picked themselves up by the
boot straps, rolled up their sleeves, and got to work. They
began rebuilding their lives without waiting for help. I guess
the old expression is correct: ‘When the going gets tough, the
tough get going.’
“Talk is cheap. People can stand around all day making
suggestions about what needs to be done. However, what I
saw was that those who picked up a broom and got to work to
reinstate stability in their lives were better off physically and
mentally. Many people helped each other – and not through
any charitable organization or for any tax credit. They didn’t
necessarily know each other. There was just a
spirit of cooperation.”
That same spirit extended beyond the
borders of New Orleans, Louisiana, and the
Gulf Coast. Volunteers from across the country descended on the Big Easy in the days,
weeks, and months following the storm – and
aid efforts continue today. “It was heartwarming to see the American public so helpful to
each other,” Yeates says. “This storm experience has given me a greater appreciation for
many things, mostly the human spirit and
what people can accomplish when pressed.”
Reconstruction efforts in New Orleans
are far from over. Projects underway now will
take years to complete, and urban planners are
still mapping out the post-Katrina city. There
are parts of the city that Yeates believes should
not be repopulated; but he’s encouraged by the
plans he has seen involving town centers and
open green spaces, and he will continue to be
Restoration work has been completed
challenges the relatively young agency has
involved in New Orlean’s revitalization until
on the Presbytere Museum on Jackson
faced. “Before [FEMA’s creation], disaster
all the work is done. “My hope for the future
Square, which is part of the State
victims relied on their own insurance covis that something fruitful and beneficial will
Museum complex in New Orleans.
erage [to recoup losses for the damage income from the billions of dollars that are beYeates says, ”Ironically, one of the
things we did was restore the large
flicted] – or if they didn’t have insurance,
ing reinvested in New Orleans. Hopefully, the
cupola on the roof that was blown off
they built back the best way they could,”
infusion of dollars will result in improvements
during a hurricane in 1900 and had
he says. “FEMA’s tasks and the costs to the not been replaced since that time.“
that will correct some of the existing problems,
American public associated with the hurimprove the infrastructure, protect against
ricane repair on the Gulf Coast have been daunting.”
future storms, and make the city safer and more attractive.
Hurricane Katrina has been categorized as the nation’s
New Orleans is a unique American city and a treasure that
costliest hurricane and one of the country’s top five deadliest
should not be lost.”
storms. The American Society of Civil Engineers called the
flooding “the worst engineering catastrophe in U.S. history.”
Former director of public relations for MUS, Caitlin
More than 200,000 homes in New Orleans were destroyed,
Goodrich works in Atlanta for Jackson Spalding, an independent
leaving more than 800,000 people homeless. And estimates
communications management firm. She graduated from Rhodes
of the damage inflicted by the storm range from $60 billion
College in 2004 with a degree in English and served as an intern
to $225 billion.
in MUS’s Communications Department while in college.
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Under
the

Sea
by Lacey Galbraith
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First, they stow away in ships.

Then silently they cross the border.
They set up residence, grow in number. More arrive every
day, and soon there are enough to do serious economic
damage. In the Black Sea, one faction crashed the anchovy
trade; the area lost hundreds of millions of dollars. Another did the same to the shrimping industry in the Gulf
of Mexico.
They are invasive jellyfish and ctenophores, marine
gelatinous animals with amorphous looks, big appetites,
and sometimes big stings. MUS alumnus Keith Bayha ’90
is a marine biologist currently pursuing post-doctoral
research, first at the Dauphin Island Sea Lab in Dauphin
Island, Alabama, and now at the University of California
at Merced. He knows firsthand the degree to which the
animals “are fast becoming a worldwide problem.” He
explains, “They create such large blooms and affect fisheries, various industries, and tourism.”
Bayha attended Boston University, where he majored
in marine biology and minored in environmental studies.
He started out pre-med/biology but switched after spending a semester at the
BU Marine Program at the
Marine Biological Laboratory
in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. It’s the oldest marine
biology lab in the United
States, and Bayha’s experience was so positive that he
interned there the following
summer – publishing the
work he did in the journal
Biological Bulletin – and
received his master’s there in
the fall of 1995.

His thesis “was on the invasion of the ctenophore
Mnemiopsis leidyi [a jellyfish-like animal] from the western Atlantic to the Black Sea,” it being the culprit behind
the aforementioned devastated anchovy trade. In 1998 he
entered the Ph.D. program at the University of Delaware,
graduating in 2005. His research was broad, but all of it,
he says, “dealt in some way with using molecular DNA
techniques to study the ecology and evolution of ctenophores and jellyfish.”
This is where Bayha’s research begins to sound less
like long days spent behind a microscope and more like
an episode of CSI (with criminals replaced by ctenophores,
of course). It’s “a bit like DNA forensics,” he says. There’s
evidence to gather (for which he’s had to develop a probe
to extract DNA) and data to study, each step a means “to
trace an animal from its invasive range [where it doesn’t
belong] back to its native range using minor variations in
DNA sequences. In the marine realm, a major problem is
the transport of animals to new areas in the ballast water
of cargo ships. By understanding major invasion routes,
policymakers can focus on how these animals may have
been transported, [or] which ports may be problematic.”

The Deep Sea Gelatinous Zooplankton research group, including
Keith Bayha (far right), standing
in front of the Remote Operated
Vehicle (ROV) Tiburon
Opposite page: Bayha manning the
camera on the ROV as it is deep
underwater
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There are also new species to discover. While at
Delaware, Bayha looked at the “population genetics
and evolution of U.S. Atlantic jellies.” He found that
“the genetics showed that there are several more species of jellyfish along our coasts than we thought based
on looking at them.” Whether this means any planned
trips to the beach should be taken with caution is up for
debate. When asked if he’s ever been stung by a jellyfish,
Bayha says he hasn’t, “even though I’ve
been swimming with jellies a lot over
the years and handled them in tanks.”
He did have a “nasty sea wasp jellyfish
bounce off my mask while doing work
in Jamaica” but wasn’t stung. Friends
haven’t always fared so well. Several in
Australia “have been hospitalized under
extreme pain because they got stung in
the field.”
At the Dauphin Island Sea Lab,
Bayha’s work in molecular ecology
expanded to include research into “a
variety of marine organisms,” including oysters, snapper, and redfish. By
studying the life stages of these organisms, their egg production, and their
spawning grounds, he can help the fishing industry learn how to better, and
more effectively, “properly manage fish
stocks” or give the state “a better idea
of which oyster reefs to protect and/or
enhance in order to keep the oyster
population healthy.”
During the course of his career, Bayha has had
many chances to travel. In 2001 and 2002, he went to
Turkey and Azerbaijan. The first trip was taken to study
ctenophores in the Black Sea, the latter to the city of
Baku, where he attended a N.A.T.O. Environmental Programme meeting. The countries participating included
the Ukraine, Russia, Iran, and Kazakhstan. Though still a
Ph.D. student at the time, Bayha was the sole representative for the United States.
About a year and a half ago, he says, “I participated
in a research cruise aboard the Western Flyer from the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute…which
involved using the ROV Tiburon, a remote-operated vehicle we used to observe and collect jellyfish and ctenophores from the deep sea.” The group collected “a vast
number of animals I’d only ever seen in books,” Bayha
says, “including ten-feet-long siphonophores and large
deep-red jellyfish the size of a beach ball.” He was “allowed to pilot the ROV” but only “for about 15 minutes”
because that was the point at which he “quickly realized
how difficult it was.”

10
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At the Dauphin Island Sea Lab, Bayha was the only
molecular researcher on staff, and he spent much of his
time in the lab. He made the move to the University of
California at Merced in January. It’s another post-doctoral scientist position, but he is “going back to working
primarily on evolutionary questions of jellyfish, and the
position includes a great degree of traveling to institutions in Germany, Brazil, and Australia.”

Ryan Spence enjoys diving
with vintage scuba equipment.
Photo is courtesy of David Haas,
www.haasimages.com.

That’s a lot of globetrotting. Factor in those ctenophores stowing away on cargo ships and monster jellyfish living in the deep sea and the question is, have
scientists been keeping such adventures to themselves?
Bayha’s childhood neighbor Ryan Spence ’95 would
say “no.” As a young child, he was drawn to the colorful
images and undersea photographs of a book by Sylvia
Earl and Al Giddings entitled Exploring the Deep. Spence
says he “spent countless hours poring over the photographs.” He was “drawn to the beauty of the images”
and fascinated “with the equipment used by the undersea explorers.” After so many hours absorbed within the
pages of the book, Spence became convinced that he,
too, wanted to be a marine biologist.
Life, though, sometimes has other plans. Spence
went to college at the University of Puget Sound, and
today he’s married and living with his wife, Corinne,
in Tacoma, Washington. He’s a “consultant for Tacoma
Metro Parks…specializing in rock-climbing facilities,
skate parks, and playground development.” He also
works as a “freelance product developer for a variety

Chicago museum exhibit of Ryan Spence’s collection
of Jacques Cousteau equipment

of industries ranging from rock-climbing equipment to
medical devices.”
So he isn’t a marine biologist, but Exploring the Deep
is still on his bookshelves, and it’s still relevant to his
career. Or rather, his other career, for Spence is also the
owner and proprietor of Monolithic Sculpture and Flashback Scuba and an expert on scuba diving and the development of early diving equipment.
He’s put together a virtual museum based on his
personal collection, on view at his website, flashbackscuba.com. Spence specializes in the original equipment
of Jacques Cousteau. His collection is one of the largest
private collections of Cousteau equipment in the world.
Though he has always been fascinated with Cousteau, he
only started piecing together his collection in 2002.
That was when he came across the red hat. “The hat
belonged to a former chief diver for the Cousteau Society,” Spence says, “who had been presented the hat by
Cousteau when he joined the team.” A red hat “was the
traditional garment worn by helmet divers,” and Cousteau “adopted the symbol as the signature of his crew.

He was seldom seen without a red hat even while exploring the jungles of the Amazon.”
From there, Spence went on to meet “the friends,
family, and crew of Cousteau,” leading him to acquire
not just more pieces but “the stories of their development and use.” It’s these relationships with those closest
to Cousteau – coupled with Spence’s own thorough research – that have aided him the most. Since that single
red hat five years ago, Spence says that the number of
pieces he’s collected is “somewhere in the neighborhood
of 100 items, not including nearly 120 hours of film and
television and nearly 2,000 photographs.
“Items range from a wetsuit worn by Cousteau
himself in the Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau television series to the rarely-seen Jacques Cousteau board
game. There are custom-made tank sets, helmets, suits,
articles of clothing, original TV scripts, and even a piece
of the hull of Cousteau’s famous ship, the Calypso….I
have located pieces in France, Holland, Spain, Brazil, and
Canada, as well as places closer to home like Seattle and
Colorado Springs.”
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For this dive, Ryan Spence suited up in silver,
all-original, Cousteau-team equipment.
Photo is courtesy of David Haas,
www.haasimages.com.

Having such a vast collection means that Spence is
often asked to lecture and exhibit his collection. This
past year, he’s been to events in Chicago and Weeki
Wachee Springs in Florida, and he’s even helped the
Cousteau Society with their permanent exhibit.
Taking the role of collector one step further, he’s
now making reproductions. “I was commissioned to
make a reproduction of the iconic diving equipment
from the Undersea World series for an exhibition in
Spain,” says Spence. “This project took over two years
and involved tracking down the original components,
making molds, and fabricating hardware. I even had the
opportunity to consult with the person who built the
original units.”
For Spence, starting a museum was a natural direction in which to go. “The idea came from a desire to
share the collection with the public instead of keeping
everything locked away.” Though it’s currently available
for viewing only online, those who worry they’ll never
be allowed to inspect items like the Jacques Cousteau
board game up close should rest easy. Several museums
have expressed interest in “housing portions of the collection at some point in the future,” and Spence “would
love to find a permanent home for the exhibition when
the right opportunity presents itself.”
An online format was chosen because it is both
“practical and affordable.” There is also the inconvenient fact that “interest in diving history is a relatively

12
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new phenomenon, and there are very few museums that
house diving exhibits.”
However, Spence’s collection remains. And in whatever form it may take, what’s important is that it exists.
“So much of the history surrounding the life of Cousteau and his teams has been forced underground due to
complicated family politics,” Spence says. “It was my
intent and the wish of many of the people who contributed equipment, stories, and information to preserve and
share the history before it was lost to time.”
In keeping this history viable, Spence has found that
“you never know where the process will take you next.
As soon as you think you have exhausted all possibilities,
a new door will open with an email or a phone call from
the most unexpected sources.” Not giving up along the
way is a value he learned at MUS. The school taught him
“to keep my eyes open for opportunity, to persevere.”
Most important of all, it showed him that “you can still
go to college and succeed in life even after withdrawing
with a failing grade in chemistry.”
Lacey Galbraith is a writer living in Nashville. A frequent
writer for the Nashville Scene, she has also contributed book
reviews, music reviews, and interviews with authors and musicians to such publications as American Songwriter, BookPage, and the Paris Review. She is a graduate of Harpeth
Hall and UT Knoxville, and she received an M.F.A. in fiction
from Ole Miss.

Gteps
illespie
Down
S

as Chairman of the Board

From his earliest days at MUS, Trow Gillespie ’65
has been calling the plays. As a high school senior,
he was captain and quarterback of the Owls’ football
team (pictured right) and captain for the basketball
squad – winning teams – and he started for the
Vanderbilt Commodores as a defensive back, underdogs who actually ended their season 5-4-1 his
senior year. Even today, he asserts, “The values you learn
in sports are many of the same ones that define your life:
the importance of a strong work ethic and personal sacrifice, the wonderful chemistry of teamwork, the discipline
and perseverance to achieve certain goals, and always, the
values of leadership.” Now after three and one half years he
has passed the ball to Bob Loeb ’73. He will still be on the
team, however, still making plays and taking his role as a
trustee as seriously as ever.

Gillespie considers his service as chairman of the
MUS board as “icing on the cake of one of the best
experiences I’ve had and continue to have in my life.
Being a student truly was a transformational experience – the friends for a lifetime; the preparation
it gave me academically to succeed at Vanderbilt;
and lo and behold, my two oldest sons come along
and have the same experiences 30 years later. So
the impact MUS has had on my family and me is
profound.” Gillespie and his wife Elizabeth are the
parents of three sons, Paul ’01, Stuart ’04, and John.
It is no wonder, then, why Gillespie has established himself as a leader at MUS: he has served on
the Board of Trustees since 1995; he is a founding
member and past president of the Ross M. Lynn
Society; he is a member of the Crest & Cornerstone
Society; he was co-chair of the Doors to New Opportunities Task Force 2001 and chairman of the
Doors to New Opportunities Capital Campaign;
he was on the Steering Committees for both the
Multi-Sports Stadium and Strategic Planning Committees; he was
voted Volunteer of the Year
in 2002 and Alumnus of
the Year in 2007; and he
was elected chairman of the
Board of Trustees in 2004.
According to Gillespie,
“Raising the bar of excellence
and continuing to build on
the school’s standing as one
of the South’s premier private
boys schools” are important
accomplishments during his
tenure as chairman. Many
factors contributed to these
achievements including:
• implementation of Strategic Plan 2004-05,
including a focus on academics and strategic
leadership changes – Rick Broer as academic dean,
Rankin Fowlkes as director of business operations,
and Danny Kahalley as director of admissions;
• the highest quality faculty the school has ever had;
• the commitment to strengthening our college
guidance efforts through additional resources;
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As chairman of the Doors to New Opportunities
Campaign, Trow Gillespie worked overtime to
ensure success. By 2000, the campus was undergoing major physical changes, such as new classrooms, faculty offices, and dining facilities.

The Dunavant Upper School and Campus Center were
completed in 2002. Pictured above, as part of the Campus
Center, the Wunderlich Auditorium is a 120-seat auditorium
equipped with the latest in technology.

The Sports Stadium was completed in 2006.
Left, Trow Gillespie congratulates his son, Stuart,
upon graduating from MUS in 2004.

• state-of-the-art facilities as a result of the
Doors to New Opportunities and Sports
Stadium Campaigns as well as other
improvements throughout the campus;
• athletic teams that remain at the forefront
of competition in every sport, most notably
two more state football championships and
the school’s first state basketball championship along
with Coach Jerry Peters’ distinguished career;
• significant strides in development with the Annual
Fund exceeding $1 million and the tenth anniversaries
of the Lynn and Thorn Societies;
• a 28 percent increase in the value of the endowment 		
from fiscal year 2004 through fiscal year 2007;
• progress with expanded drug and alcohol programs;
• outstanding publications and communications that
do a great job of keeping our constituencies connected
to the school;
• board expansion from 21 to 25 members who
all exhibit the greatest energy, devotion, and
commitment; and
• the creation of the Thorn Society’s Emerging Leaders,
a venue to engage young alumni and put them in
leadership positions so they will be poised to assume
leadership of the school in the future.
14
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No doubt, MUS has been the
beneficiary of Trow Gillespie’s leadership
as chairman of the Board of Trustees.
His dedication, energy, enthusiasm, and
commitment to the school are infectious.
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood notes,
“No one loves MUS more than Trow
Gillespie. No one has ever provided more inspirational
leadership or created greater support and good will for
this great school. Trow has a unique gift of inclusiveness:
of making everyone feel important and worthwhile, of
making all of us want to be part of the MUS journey.
His buoyant optimism, his sense of humor, his good
cheer carried us along, and we love him for the way he
made us feel about our participation in the MUS experience.”
		 Incoming Chairman Bob Loeb agrees: “Trow has
been a model MUS product for more years than he’d
like to admit. He’s been passionate about MUS as board
chair, chair of the Doors to New Opportunities Campaign, and in numerous other roles. He is just fun to
work with.”
		 Gillespie is enthusiastic as he admits “the privilege
to serve MUS is one of the most rewarding in my life,”
adding, “When you’re passionate about something, it’s

easy to take a leadership role.” But he wants to make
sure that others get the credit they deserve: “There is no
way the experience could have been what it was without
Ellis Haguewood. He is one of the finest men I’ve ever
known – a friend, a partner, a great leader – and he has
made my responsibilities as board chair an absolute joy.”
He adds, “None of this could have been accomplished
and the school would not be where it is today without
the trustees I’ve served with. They are the most committed, hard-working, talented, passionate group I have ever
worked with, and they set the tone of leadership for me
every day. Collectively and independently, these men
and women contribute more than any other board
in Memphis.”

So how does Trow Gillespie feel about passing
the chairmanship to Bob Loeb? “I’ve worked with
Bob throughout my time as chairman, and he is ready.
He’s got the credentials, passion, and leadership in the
community. And it’s a great time for a transition.”
Gillespie will continue to focus on his role as president
of NewSouth Capital Management, the company he
co-founded in 1985. But he plans to remain heavily
involved at MUS in board leadership, development,
and “wherever else they need me in the line-up.” He
believes that “as long as we [board trustees] always do
what we think in our hearts is right, it will all work out.”
And it will – especially if, as was true at Vandy,
Gillespie remains the last line of defense.

Loeb to Lead MUS
Bob Loeb ’73, president
of Loeb Properties, Inc., a
real estate investment, development, and management
company, assumed the role of
chairman of the MUS Board of
Trustees at the board meeting in February. His motivation: “I want to give back to
the institution that gave so
much to me – a great education, character development, and
lifelong friends. I also see it as a great opportunity to go back
to school myself. There are a number of things I missed first
time around.”
Loeb considers his new position as that of a sounding board and resource to Headmaster Ellis Haguewood
on whatever needs he may have and as a support role to
the trustees in their committee work. Loeb is responsible
for board committee assignments, and his goal is to assign
meaningful work to tap the talents of the trustees, whether
it may be for education, strategic planning, finance, endowment, or athletics.
Looking ahead, Loeb notes that the school is in excellent
shape, and the challenge is not to get complacent, as there is
always room for improvement. In the area of college guidance, the focus will be on strengthening our programs by
committing additional resources for college planning software, personnel, and surveys with the goal of encouraging
students to reach for the best possible schools. In the area of
development, “the cost of education rises faster than wage
inflation, so we need to find ways to increase endowment
to support current and future programs and to increase
our scholarship offerings. Traditionally, we’ve had capital
campaigns to raise money for bricks and mortar, but over

time an increasing percentage of our operations will need to
be funded by endowment. Bottom line, we want to come up
with other sources of funding.”
Loeb comes to the top leadership position with much
experience. He has been a board member since 1999; he is
a Thorn Society founding member and past president and
a current member of the Lynn Society; and he provided
valuable leadership on the Physical Facilities Committee for
Strategic Plan 2004-05, the Financial Plan Committee of the
Doors to New Opportunities Task Force 2001, and the Steering Committees of both the Doors to New Opportunities and
Multi-Sports Stadium Campaigns. And, like his predecessor,
he also was a sports standout at MUS (he was named District MVP in basketball in 1972-73, and the team was hailed
in the yearbook as “unquestionably the greatest squad in
MUS history.”)
According to Ellis Haguewood, “The board has chosen
our next chairman wisely. Bob Loeb is the right man at the
right time, and I know that he will be a great board chair.
He is a proven and trusted leader; and as an alumnus, a parent, and a trustee, he has already served MUS in significant
and substantial ways for several decades. I look forward to
his leadership and to our work together, as we serve wholeheartedly the mission of this great school.”
Loeb and his wife, Kathy, are campaign general chairs
of St. Mary’s Episcopal School’s enormously successful $26
million “For Girls. For Life. For Generations.” capital campaign. He is a trustee at St. Mary’s, having served as vice
chair of its board, and is a director of Youth Villages, having
served as vice chair of its board. Loeb earned a B.S. and
an M.B.A. from Southern Methodist University before
returning to Memphis in 1986. He and Kathy are parents
to Win ’10, Jackson ’13, and Hensley (a sophomore at
St. Mary’s Episcopal School).
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Changes on Board

At the February Board
of Trustees meeting, it was
announced that Susan Faber, Jim Varner ’73, and Kent Wunderlich ’66 were rotating off the
board after 52 years of collective experience. They were thanked and recognized as trustees who love
this school and have served unselfishly. Each will become a member of the Honorary Board.

16

Susan Faber

Jim Varner ’73

Susan Faber, the school’s first
female trustee, joined the MUS board
in 1998. In her decade on the board,
Faber served on the Education Committee and was co-chair of the Doors
to New Opportunities Special Gifts
Committee. Perhaps her most significant contribution as a board member
was being co-chair of the Strategic
Plan 2004-05 (which also included her
being co-chair of the Strategic Plan Ad
Hoc Committee on Process). Academic
Dean Rick Broer, who was co-chair
of the strategic planning process with
her, recounts, “Susan Faber was a terrific trustee to work with. It is easy to

Jim Varner joined the MUS board
in 1991 and was elected vice chair in
1997. Having been an avid basketball
player in high school and college,
much of his service revolved around
MUS athletics and sports facilities. He
chaired the board’s Athletic Committee for many years and was a member
of the Multi-Sports Stadium Steering
Committee. Varner also served as MUS
football team physician from 1986-98.
Of his contributions, Athletic Director Bobby Alston says, “His wisdom
helped guide us through our early days
in Division II when it was formed by
TSSAA. During his tenure our athletic

see that she loves MUS and always has
tried to keep the school’s best interest
uppermost in her mind. As co-chair
of the Strategic Planning Steering
Committee, she was a great leader.
She worked hard and kept the group
organized and focused, yet she made
the work interesting and fun. I think
of her as a quiet but extremely
effective trustee.”
Faber and her husband, Butch,
were founding members of the Thorn
Society and are currently members
of the Thorn Society Headmaster’s
Circle. They are the parents of sons,
Michael ’96 and Robert ’98, and
daughter, Carey. Faber is a graduate
of East High School and Indiana
University.

program has grown to include lacrosse,
swimming, and trapshooting. Dr. Varner, as team doctor, board member,
and chairman of the Athletic Committee, has left a lasting impression on all
of us who love MUS.”
Additionally, he was a member of
the Doors to New Opportunities Steering Committee, a member of Strategic
Plan 2004-05 Programs Sub-Committee, and he is a member of the Crest &
Cornerstone Society.
Upon the announcement of his retirement from the board, Varner said,
“If you have an environment where
teachers teach for 30 years, where
coaches coach for that long, if your
parents want to be involved, if alumni
want to stay engaged….then you know
you’ve been successful.”
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Varner and his wife, Suzanne,
were founding members of the Thorn
Society, and he served as Thorn Society president from 1996-98. They are
now members of the Lynn Society.
He earned a B.A. from the University
of Mississippi and an M.D. from the
University of Tennessee. Varner is an
orthopedic surgeon with the Office of
Bone & Joint Surgery, P.C.

Kent Wunderlich ’66
Kent Wunderlich joined the MUS
board in 1983 and served as board
chairman from 1988-96. During his
tenure as chair, the largest capital
campaign in the school’s history to that
point was conducted to construct the
Sue H. Hyde Sports and Physical Education Center; Wunderlich shepherded
the school through the retirement
of Headmaster Gene Thorn and the
school’s 1993 centennial celebrations;
and he was instrumental in formulating the MUS mission statement and
leading the search committee that
appointed Ellis Haguewood as headmaster.
After stepping down as board
chair, Wunderlich remained an involved member of the Board of Trustees. He served on the Doors to New
Opportunities Steering Committee and
was a co-chair of the Financial Plan
Committee for that capital campaign.
He and his wife, Susan, were founding members of the Lynn Society and
remain members of that vitally important group. For his decades of contribution to the school, he was named the
2006-07 Alumnus of the Year.
Former Board Chair Trow Gillespie ’65 says, “Kent Wunderlich’s
contributions to MUS are immeasurable. Over his 26 years of service as a
trustee, Kent has occupied virtually

At that February meeting, the board voted to extend membership to Joe Morrison ’78,
Owen Tabor ’85, and Gary Wunderlich ’88. Their appointments to the Board of Trustees
usher in a new generation of leadership at MUS.
every leadership position
on the board, including the chairmanship for
nine years. His love of the
school and passion to raise
the bar of excellence have
been matched only by his
extraordinary generosity.
Kent’s dedication, devotion,
and commitment continue
to inspire those of us who
follow him, and we are
also grateful to the entire
Wunderlich family, whose name has
become synonymous with leadership
at MUS for three generations.”
Wunderlich received a B.S. from
the University of Virginia and a J.D.
from the University of Memphis. He
is president and general counsel of Financial Federal Savings Bank. He and
Susan have two sons, Gary ’88 and
Philip ’90, and five grandchildren.

Joe Morrison ’78
Joe Morrison is a senior vice
president at Morgan Asset Management. He is a class representative and
has been a Phonathon volunteer for
many years. During the Doors to New
Opportunities Capital Campaign, he
was a member of the Task Force 2001
Financial Plan Committee. He and
his wife, Brandon, are Thorn Society
Patrons.
Morrison serves on the boards of
Presbyterian Day School, the Neighborhood Christian Center, the Boy
Scouts of America Chickasaw Council,
and the Session at Second Presbyterian
Church. He earned both a B.S. and an
M.B.A. at Vanderbilt University. He
and Brandon have five children: Allie,
Ruthie, Joe ’12, Jane, and Murray.

Owen Tabor ’85

Gary Wunderlich ’88

Owen Tabor is a surgeon with Tabor Orthopedics, PC. He was a member
of the school’s Alumni Executive Board
from 2002-05, serving as its president
for 2004-05. In that role, he was an ex
officio member of the MUS Board of
Trustees. He and his wife, Jeannie, are
members of the Lynn Society, and he
has been an active Phonathon volunteer. Tabor is a member of the Crest
and Cornerstone Society and served as
a member of the Doors to New Opportunities Major Gifts Committee. He
has been the MUS football team doctor
since 1999. He is also the founder of
the MUS Alumni Softball League and
is an active member of the league’s OFers team. For his dedication to MUS,
Tabor was named the Volunteer of the
Year for 2006-07.
Tabor serves on the board of the
Church Health Center. He earned a
B.A. and an M.D. from the University
of Virginia. He and Jeannie have two
sons, Sherman and Harrison, and a
daughter, Virginia.

Gary Wunderlich is CEO of Wunderlich Securities, Inc. A member of
the Thorn Society, he has demonstrated longtime service to MUS. He was a
class representative and was a member
of the Alumni Executive Board from
1998-2003. He served as a Phonathon
volunteer for several years. Wunderlich was a member of the Doors to
New Opportunities Special Gifts Committee and a member of the Strategic
Plan 2004-05 Admissions/Enrollment
Sub-Committee.
Wunderlich is chairman of the
ArtsMemphis Board of Trustees and
is also on the Children’s Museum of
Memphis Executive Committee and
the Advisory Committee of the Memphis Botanic Foundation Board. He
earned a B.A. from the University of
Virginia and an M.B.A. from the University of Memphis. He has a daughter,
Madison, and a son, Gary ’14.
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A Chef’s Journey
by Brown Burch ’99

Since I can first remember, I have always loved
food and restaurants. My career in the hospitality
business began humbly when I was 15 years old,
working at Bogie’s Delicatessen and then for two
years as a busboy at the Grove Grill, a popular East
Memphis restaurant. I was hooked. The general
manager and owner at the time, Chip Apperson,
became my early mentor, and I was fascinated by
how he managed everyone and created the “hottest” dining room Memphis had ever seen. However,
I was enamored with the “back of the house” – the
kitchen. I started befriending all the cooks, watching
them work, and hanging out with them after work on
school nights. Before long, I decided I wanted to leave
the Grove Grill and work in a kitchen.
Being an MUS student, I had high standards and
wanted to work for the best. There I was, a 17-yearold senior working in the kitchen at Aubergine, probably the best restaurant ever in the Mid-South area
(although Erling Jensen and José Gutierrez might
disagree). It was a tiny, hot kitchen with two French
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chefs, a pastry chef, a cook, a dishwasher, and me.
My jobs were the ones no one else wanted to do. They
included peeling whole cases of jumbo asparagus,
chopping thousands of cloves of garlic, and cleaning
dozens of lobsters. This last task was especially difficult, not only for the nasty cuts I got from detaching
the prickly, sharp shellfish, but also because I would
get cursed out by the chef-owner if all of the claws,
tails, and knuckles were not perfectly whole (which is
nearly impossible). If those six months at Aubergine
didn’t scare me away from the demanding, outrageous life in a kitchen, then nothing would.
While a student at the College of Charleston and
living out west in the summers, I worked at several
restaurants in Charleston, South Carolina; Sun Valley, Idaho; and Whitefish, Montana. During college,
I took a year off to come home to Memphis, where I
enrolled at the University of Memphis and got a job at
Erling Jensen. I had thought I was a pretty good cook,
but at Erling’s I realized there was so much for me to
learn if I were going to become a good chef. There

wasn’t much training. I was put on a station and
in the country doing stages. Stagière is a French word
expected to learn how to prepare the food correctly in
meaning “culinary apprentice”; stages are essentially
a timely manner. If I messed up, there was the skinny
unpaid apprenticeships in which chefs work in anDane or any of the other cooks to set me straight. I
other restaurant for a period of time ranging from
began to “get it” and started to thrive in the highly
one day to six months. It has been a big part of the
stressful, demanding kitchen. We received a four-star
chef culture for a hundred years and remains an exrating from The Commercial Appeal, and I began to get
cellent way for chefs to learn from their peers. In the
more interested in cuisine, thinking this was somelast two years, I have staged at over 20 restaurants in
thing I might want to do for the rest of my life.
Chicago, Atlanta, New Orleans, Birmingham, Miami,
After graduating from the College of Charleston
and even London. In order to become a talented chef
in May 2005, I put all my effort, energy, and time
with a truly unique, original cuisine, it is imperative
into becoming the best chef I could possibly be. My
that you travel and work for the best. This is what I
first step was to find a master chef to train under. José
am trying to do.
Gutierrez was an optimal choice, longtime chef from
In summer 2007, my journey took me to Baku,
Chez Philippe who was opening his first restaurant,
Azerbaijan – 7,000 miles away. I had met a family
Encore. I went to see him every day for two weeks
friend’s father, an airline magnate who owns resorts
inquiring about a job. He would not hire me. I will
all over the world. When I originally spoke to him,
never know why, but to this day, that disappointment
he wanted me to be the private chef on his yacht in
is part of what pushes me to do better and better
the Mediterranean. When that plan fell through, he
every day.
It was probably a blessing in disguise, because I soon
found out about a new fineThe Baku Special is a
Baku Special by Brown Burch
dining bed and breakfast, the
sandwich Brown Burch created
thinly sliced hard salami
Inn at Hunt Phelan. I was part
for the menu at the Caspian
sliced feta
of the opening team, helping
Bar at the Grand Hotel Europe.
sumac mayonnaise
build it from the ground up. I
It features ingredients that are
black olive paste
focaccia
spent 18 months at the Inn at
readily available in Azerbaijan:
Hunt Phelan, where I worked.
local hard salami, local sheep’s
To make sumac mayonnaise:
I showed up early and stayed
milk cheese (feta), dried and
¼ cup mayo
late. I bought culinary books
1½ tablespoons sumac
powdered leaves of the sumac
salt and pepper
every day and immersed myself
shrub, black olives, and tandir
Mix ingredients together.
in them. At the age of 24, I was
bread (similar to focaccia).
getting started pretty late for a
He made the sandwich
To make black olive paste:
chef; most European chefs start
½ cup pitted black olives
in February at Café Boulud
1 anchovy
apprenticing when they are 14
in Palm Beach for a VIP late1 teaspoon capers, rinsed and drained
or 15. I wanted to become as
night dinner after a Share our
1 teaspoon chopped parsley
good as they, so I had to make
Strength fundraiser to end
splash of red wine vinegar and olive oil
salt and pepper
up for lost time. Soon my hard
world hunger, with each course
Purée ingredients in a food processor.
work, passion, and determinaprepared by a famous chef.
tion were noticed, and I was
Burch was in charge of the
To assemble sandwich:
made sous chef. We received a
Cut focaccia in half. Spread each side
late-night sandwiches for the
with sumac mayonnaise. Layer salami
four-star review in The CommerVIPs and chefs from the event,
on one side of bread and cheese on
cial Appeal, the first the newsand the Baku Special went over
the other. Spread a layer of black olive
paper had given since Erling
so well that they are now runpaste on the salami. Put halves together.
Jensen’s.
Lightly cook in olive oil until sandwich
ning it as a lunch special at the
is warm all the way through.
During that time, I was
restaurant.
also busy traveling and working for some of the best chefs
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informed me that I was to spend two months at The
Grand Hotel Europe in Baku – a five-star hotel with
a discotheque, two bars, and two restaurants. My job
would be to change all of the menus, implement the
changes, and train the staff.
Azerbaijan was part of the former Soviet Union,
just north of Iraq and Iran. Baku, a city of more
than three million people, is the capital; it sits right
on the Caspian Sea. Even though I majored in history in college, I was familiar with neither the city
nor the country. But being an adventurous spirit, I
was thrilled to be going to such a foreign place. Baku
is on the international map because of its oil supply.
Although there is industrial growth, and capitalism
has spread its wings, there is still a lot of the corruption and poverty one would expect in a largely
underdeveloped country. Baku,
by the way, was once considered
to be the “New Orleans of the
Soviet Union” because of its jazz
culture. It also reminded me of
the Big Easy because of its architecture and overall funky-dirty
“...being an
vibe, from colorful street people
adventurous spirit, to hole-in-the-wall bars.
I was thrilled to be
After getting acquainted
going to such a
with the city, I went to all of the
hotels in Baku to “comparison
foreign place.”
shop.” After familiarizing myself
with the local cuisine, produce, and goods available, I began work on six menus, writing over 160
original recipes accompanied by photographs. Then
came the task of training the staff of 30 to prepare
my modern Western-style cuisine, despite the fact
that none of them spoke English. With the help of a
computer program, I translated all the recipes and
instructions into Azeri and Russian. Then I assembled books including that information, so the staff
could clearly understand how to make everything.
On day 52 (out of 60) the menus changed – it was a
success! As I now write 7,000 miles away in America,
I know that people in Central Asia are preparing my
food, and others are indulging in it. Overall, it was a
special experience and one that will be a part of me
forever. But as challenging and rewarding as the opportunity was, I realized there is still so much for me
to learn and improve upon in my quest to become a
truly talented chef.
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I extended my layover in London on my return from Baku for a week so I could stage at more
restaurants. After arriving in central London, I
walked five miles to Bacchus restaurant, where
I opened the door, asked to speak with the chef,
and five minutes later lined up the next three days
to work there. Of all my stages, I think it was the
most beneficial. The chef, Nuno Mendes, is a disciple of Ferran Adrià, the molecular gastronomist
from Spain and one of the most influential chefs of
the last 50 years. I learned all kinds of new cuttingedge techniques and really enjoyed Nuno’s unique
flavor compositions – for example, warm tuna
toast with cherries, seaweed, fennel, ginger sponge,
and rosemary gomasio (a sesame salt).
My last two days in London were spent at The
Square, a Michelin two-star restaurant. Although
I gained much from this experience, the highlight
had to be trading a jar of beluga caviar that I
had smuggled from Azerbaijan for a seven-course
lunch. The food was simply impeccable. For those
of you who watch Gordon Ramsay on Hell’s Kitchen
and Kitchen Nightmares, the chef at The Square was
just as belittling and fiery – both of them having
worked for Marco Pierre White, the infamous chef
who taught Gordon Ramsay everything he knows –
including how to yell.
Back in Memphis, I was a little saddened by
the normalcy and slow pace of everyday life. So
I’ve come to Palm Beach, Florida, for the winter to
work for chef Daniel Boulud at Café Boulud. He is
undoubtedly one of the top five chefs in the country, maybe the world. The change from sous chef to
culinary consultant and now back to cook is challenging but a move that I had to make in order
to keep learning. The first week here was exciting;
the work is so demanding and stimulating. This is
a whole different ballgame! Nothing in the MidSouth comes close to the precision, expertise, and
skill exhibited in this kitchen. Although I have
committed to work only through May, the knowledge and satisfaction I am gathering by working
for a top chef are truly energizing. No telling what
will happen next, but there’s one thing I know for
sure: I will continue learning, traveling, and working for the best until I settle down in Memphis and
open my own place.

Home Dome
It may not be as large as the one that
covers the stadium in New Orleans, but it
is definitely super.
As of fall 2007, students of the MUS
and Hutchison School swim teams finally
have a new home pool thanks to a partnership between the schools and YMCA
of Memphis and the Mid-South. Not only
do they have a nearby, permanent pool in
which to build their skills, but they have
one for the first time during those cold
months when using an outdoor pool is not
possible.
When the idea of installing a dome at
This year approximately 42 MUS boys participated on the Varsity and Lower School Swim
the Ric Nuber YMCA on Quince Road was
Teams. Varsity took second place in the Shelby County High School Championship, and
put on the table, Dabney Collier ’88,
Lower School placed third in the Shelby County Middle School Championship.
then chairman of the YMCA Board of
Directors, was excited about the possibilteams to use the covered pool during swim season each
ity and approached a local philanthropist with the proposiyear. The students – who will each purchase a YMCA annual
tion. “Swimming is such a huge sport and has really taken
youth membership at a discounted rate – will enjoy use of
off in the past years as one of the fastest growing sports in
six lanes of the pool for several hours each day, giving them
Memphis and the country,” he says. “The problem is that
a safe, reliable, and warm facility.
an outdoor pool doesn’t work during a large part of the
According to Collier, this is win-win for everyone inschool year because of the weather. MUS and Hutchison
volved. “With this arrangement, the students get this great
both have such active swimming programs, but you can
benefit of having a permanent, nearby pool when they are
count the indoor pools in Memphis on one hand. We had
using it, and our regular members get the same benefit at
done a lot of great renovations at the Ric Nuber YMCA, and
no extra cost to them. It just works out well for everyone.”
they have a wonderful pool; but it was an outdoor pool.”
Coach Laurie Clark agrees: “Having never had a ‘home
After doing some lengthy research on Olympic pools
pool,’ the MUS Varsity Swim Team is very excited about their
and other facilities, Collier and others at the YMCA decided
new partnership with the YMCA of Memphis. MUS, Hutchison
that the relatively new concept of putting a dome over the
School, and the Ric Nuber YMCA on Quince have forged an
pool made the most sense, and they went to work right
alliance that will give both schools a place to practice and to
away. “I knew everyone involved in this,” Collier continues,
have meets. The 30-plus members of the swim team have
“so I just sort of put them all in one room together and
had to rely on businesses in the area, and even a church, for
said, ‘Let’s do this.’”
lane space for the past eight years. It will be so nice to have
The result is a new, 13,000-square-foot dome over
a place we can call our own; and with it being within three
the eight-lane pool at the Ric Nuber YMCA and a 15-year
miles of the school, it is really accessible.”
lease agreement that allows the MUS and Hutchison swim
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It might seem slightly peculiar
for a self-professed Memphis Midtowner who has a burning passion
for his city’s musical roots to take on
the challenge of heading the board of
directors for the local chapter of an
organization that invented basketball,
volleyball, softball, and racquetball,
but not for Dabney Collier ’88. In fact,
it’s a natural fit.
At age 38, the insurance company president, husband, father of three
daughters, MUS graduate, and skiing
and tennis enthusiast just completed
a two-year term as chairman of the
Board of Directors of the YMCA of
Memphis and the Mid-South. And his
work in that role proved to provide
yet another perfect fit: partnering
the YMCA with MUS and Hutchison
School to offer their students a special
place to swim, while offering YMCA
members an improved aquatic facility
(see page 21). Working as chairman
of the YMCA board was certainly not
Collier’s first foray into the world of
community service, and there is no
sign that it will be his last.
Sitting in his well-appointed
Midtown home for an interview
before heading off to another afterwork appointment while his wife,
Ginger, hurries out to pick up one of
their daughters, Collier talks about his
passion for community service – and
about his pragmatic approach to it.
After graduating from MUS in
1988 and then from Washington and
Lee University in 1992, Collier came
straight back to Memphis to work for
the company his grandfather founded
here in 1911, Collier Insurance. He
also went straight into community
service work with the Phoenix Club of
Memphis. “I had learned from my fa-

ce

Keith Johnson, president and CEO of the
YMCA of Memphis and the Mid-South,
and Dabney Collier

ther, who was very philanthropic, and
from others early on,” he says, “that it
is much better not to sit on the sidelines and complain about things when
you can roll up your sleeves and get
involved to help make a difference.
That just seemed natural to me.”
Like many young men who
want to become involved
in community service,
Collier first joined the
Phoenix Club because,
he says, “It is just the
best thing going for
young people to get
involved and get started in philanthropy. I did everything there was to
do there and eventually became president of the organization. I had been
turned on to it by a family member
and spent 12 years there. It was fulfilling, but it was also a lot of fun, and I
guess I got the bug. When you’re in
the Phoenix Club, they sort of unceremoniously boot you out at age 35,”
he laughs. “But it was a great training
ground for me, and now I am looking
at some great things for the future.”
During those 12 years at the
Phoenix Club, “the bug” got Collier
involved in more nonprofit organiza-

tions at the same time. One of those
was WKNO, Memphis’s PBS affiliate
television and radio station, and he
lights up at the mention of the organization. “WKNO is a great thing for
Memphis,” he says emphatically. “It
promotes Memphis, it has a positive
influence on this community, and it is
a real gem among all of the PBS affiliates in the United States.” Still very

active on the board of WKNO, Collier is
ecstatic when he mentions that he actually had a conversation on the day of
this interview about WKNO breaking
ground at the first of 2008 to relocate
from the University of Memphis South
Campus at Park and Getwell and build
a new station. “It’s going to be great for
the station and great for Memphis,” he
says.
While Collier admits that he
doesn’t like talking about himself and
his community service work, others
aren’t so shy. WKNO President and
CEO Michael LaBonia says of Collier’s
ongoing tenure with the station, “Dabney Collier represents a family legacy
here at WKNO. His father, James D.
Collier, was chair of the WKNO board
and led WKNO’s capital campaign in
the mid-1980s. Dabney has also served
as chairman of the WKNO board and
has been chairman of the Development
Committee. He currently serves as chair
of our Finance Committee. Dabney’s

just don’t think the YMCA is as wellunderstood as it should be,” he says.
“People tend to think of it as just a
place to exercise and work out, but it
is much more than that. Among the
branches we have in three states [Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi],
the Memphis chapter offers Head
Start education programs, the largest child care in Shelby County, and
outreach programs to a wide variety
of people, including children and
seniors, and it’s something that anyone can afford. This is an organization
that has not sat on its laurels. It’s been
a challenge to manage the growth, in
fact.”
And that is where Collier’s
practical approach to community

MUS varsity
swimmer
Robert Vestal

dedication to WKNO has helped us
continue to move forward in our mission. When appointed to the board in
2000, he was one of the youngest members ever selected. We have enjoyed
working closely with Dabney over the
past eight years. He has exemplified
everything that WKNO stands for with
his dedication to the community.”
Just as he does when he discusses
his work with WKNO, Collier talks
about the YMCA like it is a family,
reeling off the names of the different
branches like they were the names of
his children and proud of the organization’s many accomplishments. “I

service most comes
into play. “One thing
I have to offer,” he
says, “is that I am a business guy, and
I am able to bring good, solid business
sense to these philanthropic efforts.
I know it takes a team and all kinds
of players to make an organization
successful, and I think I have a good
sense of how it all works together.
You have to know the community and
know people’s hot buttons – what
piques their interest – to make things
happen efficiently.”
Keith Johnson, president and
CEO of the YMCA of Memphis and
the Mid-South, agrees. “Dabney
serves the YMCA in a volunteer role
with a confidence and purpose that
belies his age,” he says. “He has already achieved a status of leadership
in the community and is very much

in tune with other leaders in the community, which probably comes from
his experiences at MUS. He has a mind
that quickly understands situations and
comes to conclusions. He serves with
loyalty and passion. He has done an
outstanding job for us.
“He was most excited when an
opportunity to partner with MUS and
Hutchison appeared,” Johnson continues. “The YMCA was looking for a way
to have year-round swimming at our
Ric Nuber Branch, and the two schools
were interested in a ‘home’ practice
pool. I like to develop partnerships that
are ‘win-win’ situations for all parties.
We look forward to a great partnership
with the schools, and we hope that our
role gives students new opportunities.”
Collier says, “It’s almost surprising that I end up becoming
the president of these organizations I join, but I just dive in. I
have learned how to take something on full-force and then step
back and move on to something
else without being overcommitted.”
Having said that, he then
lights up again when he discusses how excited he is about
finally joining the board of the
Boys and Girls Club of Memphis.
“It’s a natural move for me,” he says,
“having spent 12 great years with the
Phoenix Club. What is so compelling
to me about the Boys and Girls Club
is that they are in the trenches. They
are near housing projects and in other
places that don’t otherwise have many
safe zones. It’s going to be a job, but I
can’t wait to get involved.”
Tim Sampson is the founding editor
of The Memphis Flyer, former editor of
Memphis magazine, a freelance journalist
for such publications as Time magazine
and The New York Times, and the former
public relations director for Carpenter/Sullivan. He is currently the communications
manager for the Stax Museum of American
Soul Music, Stax Music Academy, and the
Soulsville Charter School.
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Dialing

for

Dollars

The 30-year tradition of MUS Phonathon continued last fall as parents of
current students and alumni met in the Halperin-Gillespie Rooms in the Campus
Center to make calls on behalf of the Annual Fund.
Parent Phonathon Chairs Sally and Alan Perry did an outstanding job organizing and creating a fun-filled environment for Phonathon. Forty-one enthusiastic parents filled the rooms during three nights. Collectively, our parents pledged
over $122,000 in unrestricted gifts those nights.
The strong commitment of MUS alumni was evident during the six nights of
Alumni Phonathon. Ninety alumni made calls to their classmates, securing over
$175,000 in pledges to help provide for our current and future students.
The MUS Annual Fund fills the gap between tuition and the actual cost of
educating each student. It also enables the school to complete small but important
projects like updating the computers in the library, providing new microscopes for
the science labs, and buying new sports equipment.
If you haven’t already made a gift to this year’s campaign but would like to,
donations can be made on the school’s secure website, www.musowls.org/donate,
or by using the envelope in the magazine. Your generosity will help to ensure that
our students will continue to receive the quality education and experiences synonymous with an MUS education.

Alan Perry

Avery Dale

Susie Andrews

Patty Harriman

Parent Phonathon Volunteers
Sally and Alan Perry, Co-chairs
Susie Andrews		
Nancy Barnett
Joey Beckford
Laurie Benton
Ned Boyer
Jay Cox
Cynthia Cross
Bruce Cunningham
Avery Dale
Jimmy Edwards
Anne Ferguson
Lisa Grayson
Patty Harriman
Steve Hergenrader ’77
Cindy Hoehn
Lisa Jackson
Glennie Klug
Barlow Mann ’71
Roman Mann
Julie Maroda
Steve Maroda ’75

Ned Boyer

Lizabeth Martin
Lisa May
Von McCoy
Terry McGowan ’79
Cindy Nauert
Carroll Nenon
Alston Palmer ’74
Tracy Patterson
Missy Rainer
Cathy Rasch
Jimmy Ringel ’83
Chris Sanders
Crissy Smith
Leslie A. Smith
Kim Stallworth
Carol Stewart
Dorrie Szymkowicz
Donna Wellford
Scott Wellford ’69
John Wilson

Anne Ferguson

Alumni Phonathon Volunteers
1961
Scott May
1962
Jerry Bradfield
1964
Bill Quinlen
Ray Brakebill
1965
Rick Miller
1966
Chuck Smith
1967
Mark Halperin
Lance Minor
Walter Wills
1968
Bill Ferguson
Jim Robinson
1969
Dick Cowan
Parks Dixon
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1970
Ralph Braden
Mike Murphy
1971
Jess Wesberry
Phil Wiygul
1972
Denby Brandon
Oliver Cobb
Frank Fulmer
1973
Cecil Humphreys
Wise Jones
Jim Varner
1974
John Dillon
Mark Ruleman
1975
Martin Daniel
Fraser Humphreys
Lee Marshall
Henry Stratton

1976
Cage Carruthers
1977
Bruce Moore
1978
Albo Carruthers
Cecil Godman
John Grayson
Joe Morrison
1979
Fleet Abston
Collie Krausnick
1980
Hopie Brooks
Bryan Jones
George Skouteris
1981
Rob Hussey
Kelly Truitt
1982
Dan Barron
John Dunavant

1983
Trey Jordan
1984
Bob McEwan
Rob Sumner
1985
John Apperson
Dede Malmo
Ted Simpson
Craig Witt
1986
Gavin Murrey
1987
Jonny Ballinger
Bo Brooksbank
Don Smith
1988
Fred Schaeffer
1989
Pat Hopper
Scott Sherman

1990
Jimmy Whittington
Philip Wunderlich
1991
Spencer Dillard
Brett Grinder
Trey Watkins
1992
Chuck Hamlett
Dow McVean
William Tayloe
Brandon Westbrook
1993
Thomas Quinlen
Gil Uhlhorn
1994
Rob Coe
Taylor Hewgley
Kirby May
1995
Jim Dorman
Will Thompson

1996
Nelson Cannon
Robert Dow
Matt Weathersby
1997
Byron Brown
Justin Grinder
1998
Don Drinkard
Jason Lewin
Matt Saenger
Robbie Shappley
Michael Taylor
1999
Chip Campbell
Norfleet Thompson
2000
Oscar Carr
Ryan Miller
John Winford
2002
Frank Langston

Why I Give,
30 Years Later...
by Bill Townsend ’78

…and will keep on giving. Not
that long ago, I got an issue of MUS
Today with Gene Thorn on the cover.
To say that Gene Thorn had an impact
on me is an understatement. I was a
scholarship kid at MUS. No one ever
made me feel different about that or even
brought it up – especially Mr. Thorn. No
one ever knew that Mr. Thorn had gotten my brother and me financial assistance at MUS.
The why’s and how’s of that were always a mystery to me. My dad knew Coach Thorn
through local Memphis athletic circles; phone calls were made and events transpired.
I never even really knew what kind of scholarship I had been granted. Obviously, a
generous patron had made grants and stipends available. The practical impact of that grant
on me has been lifelong. My college, graduate school, employment, and, to be blunt, my
earning capacity have all been higher because of my experiences at MUS.
The haranguing from Mike Deaderick, the intellectual support of Jim Russell, the dry
wit of Ellis Haguewood, the interactions both good and bad with my fellow students – all
have given me a set of experiences that money in later life cannot buy.
I live far away and probably will never return to Memphis. I give money to schools that
my kids attend. So why do I keep on giving to MUS? I give to MUS so that other kids can
have a chance at the kind of education I had, the kind you had. I give to MUS to help the
school maintain a tradition of excellence for any and all students.

Bill Townsend (pictured
back right) graduated with a
B.A. in international studies
from Rhodes College in 1984
and an M.A. in international
relations from the University
of Southern California in
1986.
Townsend spent over 15
years in sales and marketing
in the consumer packaged
goods industry with Nestlé,
ConAgra, and Information
Resources. In 2007, he
helped co-found Delphi
Digital, Inc., a provider of
online management tools for
companies, associations, and
individuals.
Townsend, his partner
of more than 20 years, David,
and their four children
(Ashley and Jennifer, fiveyear-old twins, and Brandon
and Caroline, two-year-old
twins) relocated from Los
Angeles to London in late
2006 and enjoyed exploring
Europe for two years. They
recently moved back to the
LA area. In his spare time,
Townsend works on his
culinary skills (most recently,
Indian curries and tandooris)
and laments his degenerating
snow-skiing abilities.

Like Father, Like Son

These three sets of dedicated father and son alumni – Bill ’64 and Thomas Quinlen ’93, Scott ’61 and Kirby
May ’94, and Rick ’65 and Ryan Miller ’00 – each serve as Class Representatives. Through their commitment to their alma mater, they help the
school maintain ties with former classmates, raise money for the Annual Fund, and serve as ambassadors for MUS.
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In Memory of...
Betty Jo Higgs McKee
Betty Jo Higgs McKee, distinguished Latin teacher at MUS, died in
December in Greenville, South Carolina. She joined the faculty part-time
in 1963-64 and, aside from a leave of
absence in Germany from 1968-70,
remained at MUS until 1992. McKee
was a formidable presence in the
classroom at MUS for 30 years, and she provided leadership
for the school as chair of the Foreign Languages Department
from 1965-68 and 1978-92.
A graduate of Whitehaven High School, she earned a
B.A. in Latin, with honors, from Southwestern at Memphis
(now Rhodes College) and an M.A. in Latin from Bryn
Mawr College in Pennsylvania. McKee was the first female
faculty member to join the staff in 1963 and in her tenure
taught every level of Latin. She also served as advisor to
the Latin Club. She was active in the Tennessee Foreign
Language Teachers Association and the American Classical
League and in 1986 received the Distinguished Latin Teaching Award from the Tennessee Classical Association.
McKee, with love of Latin and appreciation of languages, combined with tireless energy and superb teaching
skills, developed a Latin curriculum of note in the nation.
She inspired students to achieve mastery as she demanded
excellence of herself, and in her quiet, gracious, and gentle
manner, she encouraged superior achievement in her many
students.
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood says, “A lady with a quiet
and gentle spirit, she was all business in the classroom. She
loved the classics, and she loved the boys of MUS; but she
demanded and got the very best from her students. She was
a wonderfully effective teacher, and she was an outstanding
chair of the Foreign Languages Department.”
Distinguished not only as a teacher but also as a strong
department chair, she guided the Foreign Languages Department with fairness and gave to the Academic Council a voice
of reason and optimism. As advisor to the Lower School
Honor Council and Beta Club, she brought common sense
and positive direction while exemplifying the school’s motto,
Veritas Honorque.
In addition, she was an excellent pianist. She taught
private piano lessons at her home for several years and served
as organist at Broadway Baptist Church.
McKee leaves a daughter, Wendy Roach of Piedmont,
South Carolina.

Michael Shaheen
Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., who taught
tenth-grade physics and chemistry at
MUS from 1965-66, died of pancreatic
cancer on November 29 at his home
in Falls Church, Virginia. After leaving MUS, he went on to be the Justice
Department’s top internal watchdog for
more than 20 years.
In 1989, he wrote a 61-page report that said former Attorney General Edwin Meese had engaged in “conduct which
should not be tolerated of any government employee, especially not the attorney general.” A scathing report by Shaheen in
1993, which accused FBI Director William Sessions of misuse
of government property, led to President Clinton’s dismissal of
Sessions.
Shaheen was born in Boston and grew up in Como,
Mississippi. He graduated from Yale University and in 1965
received a law degree from Vanderbilt University. He clerked
for the late U.S. District Judge Robert McRae in Memphis
and practiced law in Como, where he was elected mayor while
still in his 20s. He practiced law in Memphis before joining
the Justice Department in 1973 in the civil rights division.
Two years later, he was special counsel for intelligence to
Attorney General Edward Levi. Levi established the Office
of Professional Responsibility at the end of 1975, and as its
founding director, Shaheen conducted investigations of highranking Cabinet officials, senior White House employees, and
more than one president. A job that he thought would run no
more than a year lasted 22 years through the tenure of eight attorneys general. “He was a straight arrow, he was a professional
in every sense of the word, and he took his job very seriously,”
former FBI and CIA director William Webster said. “He was
the go-to guy on any kind of ethical inquiry.”
After his resignation in 1997, Shaheen served as chief
counsel and deputy executive director of the congressionally
mandated Commission on the Advancement of Federal Law
Enforcement; special investigative counsel for an independent
review of the Internal Revenue Service’s criminal investigation
division; and senior counselor to IRS Commissioner Charles
Rossotti. He received the Presidential Rank Award for Distinguished Service and two Meritorious Service Awards.
Shaheen, the husband of Polly Shaheen, also leaves three
sons, Michael Shaheen III of Ithaca, New York; Timothy
Shaheen of Falls Church, Virginia; and Francisco Macedo of
Atlanta, Georgia; four half-sisters, a half-brother, and three
grandchildren.

Class Gift Supports Faculty
Thanks to the strong leadership of the reunion committee for the Class of 1982 (Doug Carpenter, Scott Crosby,
John Dunavant, Jeff Levinson, and Scott Smith), a generous donation was made to MUS in the name of their
class. The gift is intended to provide a tangible “thank you” to the teachers at MUS by assisting in their professional
development and continuing education. It is in memory of their classmates Brooks Anderson and Larry Mallery.
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our gifts in honor of special friends or in memory of loved ones directly enable
young men at MUS to receive the best education available. Memorials to Memphis
University School support the Annual Fund program. Families of those whose memories are honored will be notified by an appropriate card with an acknowledgment
to the donor. We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts to the school:*

M

E M O R I A L S

H

O N O R A R I U M S

*Includes gifts received November1, 2007 – January 31, 2008

HENRY BARGER
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey

P. NATHAN AKIN, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Rhendle M. Millen

PHILLIP B. EIKNER ’77
Ms. Margaret Eikner

WALT CALDWELL
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey

MICHAEL G. ALBERTSON ’00
Mrs. Karla K. Albertson

JEFFREY D. ENGELBERG ’94
Carol B. Hinchin Fund

HELEN WILLIS CHAPMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood

MR. AND MRS. BENJAMIN H. ARNOLD, JR.
Delta Asset Management, LLC

MICHAEL B. FABER ’96
Carol B. Hinchin Fund

WAYNE E. DUFF
Dr. and Mrs. Seth A. Alpert ’89
Mr. Joel R. Baskin ’91
Mr. and Mrs. Craig R. Hilsenbeck ’94

WILLIAM LINWOOD ASKEW III
Mr. B. Galloway Allbright IV ’98

ROBERT A. FABER ’98
Carol B. Hinchin Fund

TERRY D. BALTON
Mr. and Mrs. Rhendle M. Millen

CLAIRE K. FARMER
Mrs. Jean L. Saunders

E. WALTER BARNETT, JR. ’09
Mrs. Clyde Y. Cridlin

BRETON S. FREEBING ’07
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Freebing

L. EDWIN ELEAZER III ’94
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Abbay ’94
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan A. Cantrell ’94

RICHARD E. BATEY
Mr. Frank C. Baker, Jr.

DAREN T. FREEBING ’08
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Freebing

BILLY HARKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood

A. ROBERT BOELTE, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Norfleet ’78
Dr. and Mrs. Wiley T. Robinson ’75

RYAN S. FREEBING ’05
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Freebing

MAURICE D. DUNN
Mr. and Mrs. Karl D. Dunn ’75

MARTHA ANNE JOHNSTON
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
EDWARD C. KRAUSNICK
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Loeb ’73
LEIGH W. MACQUEEN
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Robertson III ’86
BETTY JO HIGGS MCKEE
Ms. Mary Nell Easum
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Harkins
Mr. Marcus J.P. MacMillan ’92
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Saunders III
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey
VIJAY BABU RAYUDU ’03
Anonymous
JAMES A. ROBINSON
Dr. and Mrs. Wiley T. Robinson ’75
ROBERT FORREST SPENCE
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Ellis
ZACH STACEY
Mr. James P. Johnson IV ’99
D. EUGENE THORN
Mr. Frank C. Baker, Jr.
Mr. Stephen B. Phillips ’81
Mrs. Sammy Ann Marshall
Mrs. Lucille V. Smith

MR. AND MRS. JOEL W. BROWN ’61
Delta Asset Management, LLC
MR. AND MRS. MARSHALL A. CLARK ’77
Delta Asset Management, LLC
CLASS OF 1986
Mr. Shelton E. Harrison, Jr. ’86
DUKE B. CLEMENT, JR. ’76
Emily and Harvey Kay ’75
DARIN R. CLIFFT
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
F. THOMAS CLOAR, JR. ’81
Anonymous
MARGARET CLACK ASKEW COOPER
Anne and Bill Ferguson ’68
DANIEL L. CUNNINGHAM ’12
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Sharpe
DYLAN B. CUNNINGHAM ’08
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Sharpe
RAYMOND M. DEARMAN III ’11
Corinne and Mat Parker
PERRY D. DEMENT
Mr. Frank C. Baker, Jr.
Mrs. Jean L. Saunders

GEORGE H. TREADWELL, SR. ’18
Mr. William Nugent Treadwell ’68

EUGENE N. DOUGLASS ’02
Mr. Scott M. Douglass ’02

ALEXANDER W. WELLFORD, SR. ’30
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wellford Tabor ’86

JOHN A. EDWARDS ’11
Mr. Oscar F. Edwards

SHAUN E. GEHRES
Mr. Frank C. Baker, Jr.
GARROTT S. GRAHAM ’12
Mrs. Joseph W. Graham, Sr.
SAMUEL NELSON GRAHAM III ’08
Mrs. Joseph W. Graham, Sr.
ELLIS L. HAGUEWOOD
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Mark J. Halperin ’67
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
JOHN F. HILTONSMITH
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
CECIL C. HUMPHREYS, JR. ’73
Delta Asset Management, LLC
MR. AND MRS. R. HUNTER HUMPHREYS ’70
Delta Asset Management, LLC
THOMAS A. IVY, JR. ’09
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Ivy
LOUIS A. JACKSON III ’10
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Jackson, Sr.
ANDREW A. JEHL ’07
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P.A. Smith
L. MATHEWES JEHL ’09
Mrs. Louis C. Jehl, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P.A. Smith
BEBE B. JONAKIN
Mr. Marcus J.P. MacMillan ’92
JOHN MARHALL JONES ’81
Anonymous
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PHILIP GRAHAM JONES ’09
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Moore
WESLEY H. JONES ’08
Mrs. Marie Banks
JOHN J. KNAFF III
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
RACHEL B. KRANTZ
Mrs. Jean L. Saunders
LAURA T. LAWRENCE
Mr. John F. Heflin ’08
MARTIN W. LIFER III ’79
Mrs. Martin W. Lifer, Jr.
MARILYN P. MACMILLAN
Mr. Marcus J.P. MacMillan ’92
STUART L. MCCLURE ’08
Mr. Swayne Latham, Jr.
SCOTT H. MCCLINTOCK ’08
Mrs. Katherine G. McClintock
ORLANDO R. MCKAY
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
CONOR W. MILLER ’11
Ms. Mary D. Schertler
MOM AND DAD
Mr. Kenneth C. Koleyni ’93
STACY AND STAN MULLIKIN ’94
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Gentry, Jr.

JOHN R. NORFLEET ’78
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Crockett III

WILLIAM WESLEY SHELTON ’99
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Shelton III ’65

PAUL W. O’NEAL III ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. O’Neal, Sr.

EDWARD L. SIMPSON, JR. ’13
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Simpson III

R. WILSON ORR IV ’10
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus W. Orr, Jr.

STEPHEN E. SINGLETON ’82
Anonymous

DOUGLAS R. PERKINS
Mr. John F. Heflin ’08

ALEXANDER WELLFORD TABOR ’86
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor

H. JERRY PETERS
Mr. Frank C. Baker, Jr.
Anne and Bill Ferguson ’68
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08

OWEN B. TABOR, JR. ’85
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor

COLE JAMES PHOTOPULOS
Mr. and Mrs. Todd P. Photopulos ’89
NATHANIEL L. PROSSER IV ’11
Mrs. Sue Reid Williams
W. BARRY RAY
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
AUSTIN T. RIGGINS ’13
Mrs. Lee C. Riggins
JOHN E. RIGGINS ’09
Mrs. Lee C. Riggins
JAMES D. RUSSELL
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
ANDREW F. SAUNDERS III
Mr. L. Hudson Adams III ’85
ALBERT L. SHAW
Mr. Stuart L. McClure ’08
HENRY C. SHELTON IV ’97
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Shelton III ’65

Ensuring the Future of MUS
MUS is deeply grateful to members of the Crest &
Cornerstone Society. These individuals have ensured
the future of the school by including Memphis University School as a direct beneficiary of a variety of
estate plans including will provisions, charitable gift
annuities, charitable remainder trusts, retirement
funds, and life insurance policies.
If you would like more information on how a gift to
MUS might also provide income for life for you or your
loved ones, result in a current income tax deduction,
and reduce estate and capital gains taxes, contact the
Office of Development at (901) 260-1350.
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WILLIAM M. TRAMMELL ’13
Mrs. Katherine G. McClintock
RYAN E. TURNER ’10
Mr. and Mrs. Steven M. Turner
MR. AND MRS. ALEXANDER W. WELLFORD, JR. ’60
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford III ’89
Mr. and Mrs. J. Brett Grinder ’91
DAVID G. WILLIAMS, JR. ’83
Anonymous
MATTHEW B.H. WILLIAMS ’10
Mrs. Eugene McNeely, Jr.
SCOTT S. WILLIAMS ’03
Mrs. Eugene McNeely, Jr.
MR. AND MRS. JAMES A. WITTENBERG, JR.
Delta Asset Management, LLC
ROBERT G. VESTAL ’09
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Ivy
NATHAN M. VOGT ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin O. Vogt

Three Anonymous Donors
Ben C. Adams ’74
Jonathan A. Ballinger ’87
A. Robert Boelte, Jr.
Paul T. J. Boyle ’87
W. Ray Brakebill ’64
B. Lane Carrick ’76
George A. Coors
Leslie C. “Skip” Daniel, Jr.+
Lee R. Dickinson ’91
Buchanan D. Dunavant ’90
William B. Dunavant, Jr.
Richard L. Fisher ’72
William T. Fuller
Sam C. Gary ’62
P. Trowbridge Gillespie, Jr. ’65
John H. Grayson, Jr. ’78
Mark J. Halperin ’67+
Evelynn B. Hatchett*
Bruce B. Hopkins ’68
Janie Adams Hopkins

Joseph R. Hyde, Jr.*
Joseph R. Hyde III ’61
Keith M. Ingram ’73
Frank Z. Jemison, Sr.*
E. Carl Krausnick, Jr. ’79
Mrs. Ross M. Lynn
John E. Marcom, Jr. ’75+
Mr. and Mrs. Lee B. McCormick*
Jeanne Anderson Morgan*
D. Stephen Morrow ’71
Carolyn R. Murray+
W. Seldon Murray III+
Jeffrey F. Olingy ’67
Mrs. R. Beverley Ray*
Bruce B. Ryan ’80
John M. Springfield*
Owen B. Tabor, Jr. ’85
James A. Thomas III ’58*
James C. Varner ’73
Alvin W. Wunderlich, Jr.
*deceased
+new Crest & Cornerstone Society member

F aculty Portrait Series

Hatchett Honored by Alumni Executive Board
The Alumni Executive
so many of us for years to come,”
Board unveiled the third
according to Wade.
painting in the Faculty Portrait
After sharing some anecSeries at a ceremony in Janudotes about Hatchett, Thompson
ary. This year’s portrait honors
said, “I am acutely aware of the
William R. Hatchett, who
futility of trying in a few paraserved MUS for 28 years, from
graphs to summarize the life of,
1957 until 1985. A beloved
or even to humanize a multifariEnglish teacher, Hatchett was
ous man of parts like Bill Hatchthe first instructor to hold the
ett, a teacher possessing so many
school’s Sue Hightower Hyde
talents, consumed by so many
Chair of English. He co-wrote
interests, and inspiring so many
the “MUS Fight Song,” instiof his students and colleagues,
tuted trips abroad for students
a man whom Gene Thorn once
(acting as chaperone and tour
compared to Mr. Chips….
guide for a total of 14 sumPerhaps the best that I can do in
mers), authored a history of
summary is to quote from the
the school, and for years served
retirement proclamation of 1986
as the school archivist.
for William Hatchett presented
Hatchett received his
by the Board of Trustees:
B.A. from Southwestern (now
“‘A good teacher casts a long
Rhodes College) and his M.A.
shadow; Mr. Hatchett…casts a
from Columbia University. In
shadow spanning decades and
addition, he earned a certificate
generations. During his tenure
of studies from Cambridge
he enriched the lives of countless
“And gladly wolde he lerne, and gladly teche.” students, imbuing them with a
University in England. Prior
– Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales
to his years at MUS, Hatchett
thirst for knowledge that only
Inscription on the plaque outside MUS Classroom 103,
taught one year in the county
a lifetime of inquiry can slake.
dedicated to William Hatchett’s memory
school system, three years at
To Veritas Honorque, the watchthe college level (one year at Furman University and two at the
words of MUS, he added Eruditio – Scholarship. As a teacher
University of Tennessee, Knoxville), and one year at the Anglohe lived the examined life, the life of the mind, and he inspired
American School in Athens, Greece.
others to quest for the sacred grail of enlightenment.’”
The Faculty Portrait Series honors MUS faculty members
Haguewood described the legendary Hatchett: “He mainwho have demonstrated significant service to the school. At the
tained the old school belief that excellent teachers were those
ceremony, Alumni Executive Board President Bobby Wade ’84
who actually had knowledge to impart, who could instruct and
explained that the board will unveil one portrait per year, with
delight so that students were awed and surprised by the deep
each of the paintings hanging permanently in the Campus
joy of words and well-turned phrases and great literature and
Center Dining Hall. The alumni board and the administralearning of any kind.
tion deemed a portrait series a significant way to honor faculty
“His classroom was a curious kind of chapel, a shrine filled
members who have made a remarkable impact on generations
with the wonders of literature and the road to romance – the
of MUS students; the criteria for inclusion in the portrait series
high-scholar chair; the models of the Globe Theater and the
are that the faculty member served the school for a minimum
Battle of Bosworth; the pictures and artifacts gathered in travels
of 15 years and that he or she be retired or deceased. This is the
to England, the European continent, Egypt, Turkey; the phothird portrait in the series, following those of Leigh W. Mactographs of Aldous Huxley and Fred Wolfe and Shelby Foote;
Queen and John Murry Springfield.
framed autographs of students in various classes of his who had
Alumni, faculty, and family and friends of Hatchett,
‘contributed’ precious audio-visual equipment to Room 7; file
including his son Bobby Hatchett and daughter, Susan Swain,
cabinets filled with clippings and articles on a plethora of topics
gathered at the ceremony to honor one of MUS’s most legendof interest to him.
ary figures at the unveiling of the portrait by renowned artist
“In a letter written by Hatchett’s widow, Eve Braden
Rich Nelson of Tryon, North Carolina. English instructor NorHatchett, just after his death in March of 1990, she relayed,
man Thompson and Headmaster Ellis Haguewood paid tribute
“All he wanted on his tombstone was ‘Teacher.’ That says
to the former teacher, whose “influence will continue to impact
it all.”
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Remember When

Bill Hatchett
not only wrote
the MUS fight song,
he led the student
body in a rousing
rendition of it
in 1984.

Warren
Hamilton was
a member of the
Amateur Radio
Club in 1972.

Going Beyond the Call
of Daily Duty
Not long ago a seasoned MUS teacher, responding to a questionnaire inquiring about his “typical workday,” responded as
follows: “Arrive at school at 7:40, open classroom, open office, take
roll, return quizzes, give new quizzes, run off future quizzes, grade
quizzes, assign essays, lecture, ask questions, answer questions,
dispense advice, admonish the derelict, praise the diligent, laugh,
convene with colleagues, confer with students, read, appreciate,
learn, close classroom, close office, look forward to the next day.”
Now while this schedule, demanding Herculean labors daily, presses
relentlessly on the backs of all MUS instructors, many, it occurs
to me as I reflect on my aeonian tenure, have found time and the
will to contribute so much more to the educational environment of
Memphis University School.
Teachers at MUS are much more than mere experts in their
fields of instruction; many have brought to the campus, however
transiently, extracurricular activities, intellectual or aesthetic
interests, or contributions to education or scholarship which have
enriched the experience of students, indeed of all who have any
connection whatever to MUS.
What remains of my mind wanders down the corridors of time,
back to the early ’70s when Evan Perdue and “Radio Ray” McGhee
introduced technology to the campus in establishing the Ham
Radio Club. Both were avid “hammers,” but it was Perdue who one
memorable day cut chapel to man the radio, broadcasting from the
building that used to project from the back of the chapel. Unfortunately for him, his transmission bled into the chapel sound system,
alerting Colonel Lynn and everyone else that a teacher was not
supervising his charges.
But it was Tom Brown who introduced technology as we know
it today to the campus. It was he who rounded up obsolete NEC
computers, each weighing the equivalent of a Buick, and forced
them on some unwilling teachers and legions of very willing students. These “pre-Windows” behemoths quickly became serviceable
boat anchors, but the “window” to technology had been opened.
Brown also continued the “vo-tech” education of 1970s students by
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In 1982, Tom
Brown established
the first computer lab
and Computer Science
course. He is seen
here helping Greg
McGowan with
a program.

by Norman Thompson

taking over the Grease Monkeys Club, whose purpose was to work on
cars (a possibility before the computerization of automobiles) and
even occasionally to paint them.
With awe and admiration I remember the myriad contributions of William Hatchett and am loath to mention him, since to do
the subject justice would require a book-length effort. To merely
list Hatchett’s interests and contributions to MUS and to scholarship in general would take more room than I have been allotted.
His effect on generations of students is legendary. His extensive
files chronicling his varied interests are archived in Room 103. His
contributions to the study of Thomas Wolfe were so well known that
the Pulitzer Prize-winning historian David Donald of Harvard spent
several days in Memphis consulting with Hatchett and examining
his extensive files before writing the definitive biography of Wolfe.
Hatchett’s influence on MUS continues in the minds and hearts of
his students today. Several years ago the faculty chose to memorialize this man who dedicated his life to his students and to MUS by
naming a classroom after him. It was Hatchett who inaugurated the
yearly summer treks to Europe, a tradition that is carried on today
by Reginald Dalle and Bill Taylor. Other trips to other places are
now a staple of the MUS educational offering. But it was Hatchett
who began the tradition.
Besides never losing the race to be first to ask a chapel
speaker a question, John Harkins has contributed prodigiously to
the culture of MUS, Memphis, and Shelby County. His Century Book
is the definitive history of MUS as his Metropolis of the American
Nile is the definitive history of Memphis; he is currently working
on the history of Shelby County. He is president of the West
Tennessee Historical Society, which meets regularly in the
Wunderlich Auditorium.
Swimming is today a varsity sport in which MUS has won
credibility and respect, but it was Jerrold Omundson, an influential
chemistry teacher, who introduced it to MUS as a club sport way
back when. In his role as disciplinarian, he did a weekly “yahoo
report” in which he detailed the egregious antisocial behavior of

the previous week’s malefactors. He was especially incensed (and
sarcastic) concerning students who would bend the “silverware” in
the Clack Dining Hall in the days before plastic cutlery.
The art community and MUS in particular have been enormously enriched by MUS teachers. Way back in the day, John Remmers, a
demanding coach and physical fitness devotee, was an accomplished
ballet dancer. Later, Peter Bowman, a well-known painter, began
his long career teaching art at MUS and serving simultaneously for
years as a juvenile court parole volunteer. Andy Saunders has for
some 35 years been an integral part of the Theater Department at
MUS, singing and acting and often directing at Germantown Community Theatre and Theatre Memphis. Joining Saunders somewhat
later, Flip Eikner ’77, after acting extensively as a student at MUS,
joined the MUS Theater Department, an addition to the MUS faculty
that has immeasurably enhanced both the Theater and English
departments. Recently Eikner directed My Fair Lady at Theatre
Memphis. Eikner long ago established the Ish Kabibble Memorial
Ensemble of Nil Desperandum Noisemakers, Unlimited – the first
pep band on campus. Also influential in the art world is John
Hiltonsmith, who for ages played the organ at the Orpheum Theatre,
while repairing organs everywhere. (He did not break them.) MUS
is indebted to Hiltonsmith for forming Beg To Differ, the perennial
prize-winning MUS male vocal ensemble, a group that reaps rave
reviews wherever it performs. Evidence of the artistry of erstwhile
religion and art teacher Curt Schmitt is to be found all over campus
in the form of furniture-quality display cases housing the innumerable trophies won by a generation of student athletes and scholars.
Testimony to Schmitt’s craft is the MUS bookstore, the display cases
and cabinetry entirely of Schmitt’s design and craftsmanship.
No mention of bygone days would be complete without Leslie
“Skip” Daniel, venerable teacher, school business manager, world
traveler, and raconteur. Daniel educated generations of students
in the classroom and in the chapel, where he lectured and showed
slides chronicling his travels. He peppered his talks with scandalously bad jokes. He spent many years of Literacy Council tutoring
and continues tutoring disadvantaged children even after retiring.
He arranged the Oak Hall Fun Run for St. Jude on the
MUS Campus. It is appropriate that the impressive
front gate of MUS on Park Avenue is named for him.
Lest I continue to sound like the
antediluvian antiquarian that I am,
Want to
constantly moaning “Ubi sunt, ubi
know
more about
sunt?” let me assure the gentle reader
MUS? Just ask Dr.
that the tradition of excellence in
John Harkins –
the classroom and wide interests
he wrote the
and influence outside the classroom
book!
continues apace. Very recently, for

example, still another sport was added to the burgeoning list of extracurricular activities that broaden the knowledge and skill of the
MUS student: trapshooting. Patrick McCarroll ’92, history teacher
and Renaissance man, introduced this very popular sport to MUS.
Among McCarroll’s many interests are the study of Sherlock Holmes (he is a past president of the local Sherlock Holmes Society),
graphic novels, and cooking. Sharing McCarroll’s interest in graphic
novels is Darin Clifft, math teacher and Incredible Hulk expert and
collector. Clifft some few years ago brought Quiz Bowl and Knowledge Bowl competition to the campus.
Willie Hollinger, Director of Facilities, is a certified firefighter
and instructor for the Community Emergency Response Team. He
contributes to the beauty of the world by raising roses, which often
beautify the school offices.
Well, I must call a halt to this meander down memory lane
for now, pausing only to remark that I am acutely aware that my
remarks have only scratched the surface of those teachers, past
and present, whose contributions to education in its broader sense
extend infinitely beyond the classroom.
Norman Thompson arrived at MUS in 1972 and since then has
taught all levels of English, from seventh grade to Advanced Placement courses. For 29 years Thompson has been faculty advisor to
the student newspaper, the Owl’s Hoot, and the faculty advisor to
the Honor Council. He is also the official “voice of the Owls,” calling games from the press box overlooking Hull-Dobbs Field on Friday
nights during football season.
Thompson was awarded the school’s John M. Nail Outstanding
Teaching Award in 2007 and the Distinguished Teaching Award in
1995. He currently holds the L. Edwin Eleazer III Chair of Excellence
in Teaching. He earned his B.A. at the University of Mississippi and
his M.A. at the University of Memphis. Thompson and his wife, Carole,
have one daughter, Melissa Saenger, who is the accounting administrator at MUS, and a new grandson, Thompson.
Each year,
Willie Hollinger
leads hundreds of
school teachers through
simulated disasters to
prepare them for
emergency
situations.

By the fall
of 1998 the Pep Band
was a harmonious mix
of students and faculty:
Pat Quinn, physics teacher
John Olson, Sagar Mulay, Matt
Lawson, English teacher Flip
Eikner, Chris Aycock, and
music teacher/Pep Band
director John
Hiltonsmith.
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DeltaCappella

Ten Feet Off of Beale
by Elizabeth Brandon

“There was nothing in Memphis quite like DeltaCappella before now,” says Jay Mednikow ’82, founder
of the city’s newest a cappella group. Consisting of 12
men, including fellow alumnus Russell Bloodworth ’01,
DeltaCappella focuses on a variety of contemporary pieces. Started in March 2007, the group has become another
outlet for a cappella lovers – singers and listeners alike.
With no target audience, DeltaCappella’s canvas is the
Memphis area. “We have no age group or demographic
we plan on limiting ourselves to,” comments Bloodworth.
“We’ve sung for a variety of private parties around
town, including black tie galas at GPAC and the Brooks
Museum, as well as birthday parties and Christmas gettogethers,” Mednikow confirms. “We’ve also popped up
in hotel lobbies and sung on the stage at B.B. King’s on
Beale Street.”
As the group does not remain within certain
parameters of audience or locale, neither does DeltaCappella narrow the range of performance pieces.
“Our repertoire is centered in the pop music of the
past 40 years, from the 1960s to current hits, all done,
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of course, with only our voices and without the traditional rock and pop instrumentation,” Mednikow
explains. “We also do a few jazz numbers, spirituals,
and there’s even a classical piece – definitely eclectic.”
Both Mednikow (tenor) and Bloodworth
(baritone) draw from their musical experience during
high school and beyond. “It was in music class at
MUS that I started to sing,” maintains Mednikow.
Though he did not perform in a cappella groups until
college, Mednikow appreciates the musical foundation that MUS provided.
Bloodworth first learned of a cappella while
attending MUS. “From classical to doo-wop, it was
just an exciting new style that I hadn’t been exposed
to before,” he recalls. This alumnus performed in Beg
To Differ, the student a cappella group begun and led
by faculty member John Hiltonsmith. Along with a
barbershop quartet, this activity worked as a springboard for Bloodworth’s continued interest. He went
on to become a member of the award-winning Hullabahoos at the University of Virginia. “I really was

just amazed at what could be done with the human
voice; and every few years or so, I was exposed to
some form of a cappella previously unbeknownst to
me,” Bloodworth reflects.
While singing in the a cappella group Din & Tonics
at Harvard served as a foundation for DeltaCappella,
Mednikow has given back to the place of his musical roots. In March 2007, during the beginning stages
of DeltaCappella, Mednikow brought in expert Deke
Sharon, to whom he refers as “a veritable tour de force
in the a cappella world,” as a consultant in the group’s
formation. While doing so, he arranged for Sharon to
lead a workshop for Beg To Differ at MUS.
Bloodworth’s brother, Christopher ’08, a member
of Beg To Differ, participated in Sharon’s workshop
and relayed information about DeltaCappella to Russell. “I had no idea what this whole thing was about,
but figured I should at least give it a look,” remembers
Russell. “And needless to say, I’m glad I did.”
Mednikow wanted DeltaCappella to be open to
the Memphis community: “I could easily have found
12 guys who sing, but I wanted to reach out and find
singers whom I never would have met and create a
diverse group that is the best it could possibly be.”
The group continues to accelerate. With a concert
in March, DeltaCappella will also host the national

convention for the Contemporary A Cappella League
in Memphis in early August. “Besides Beg To Differ
and the Wool Socks of Rhodes College, there really
aren’t any groups that do what we do [this specific
style of pop-oriented a cappella],” states Bloodworth.
DeltaCappella has filled a need in the city of Memphis
and for these MUS alumni. “Music has been part of my
life for as long as I can remember,” Mednikow states.
Bloodworth agrees: “I’m definitely energized by music. It’s where my drive is.”
Editor’s Note: Several MUS alumni and faculty are
or have been involved in the Memphis Chapter of the
Barbershop Harmony Society. John Hiltonsmith and
Will Mays ’93 were both in national (and for Mays,
international) championship quartets. Will and Ben
Mays ’99, along with Alex Wellford ’60, are members
of the nearly 60-year-old barbershop group, the Cotton
Bowl Chorus, which also performs a particular style
of a cappella harmony. See the February 2006 issue of
MUS Today at www.musowls.org for an article about
that group.

Elizabeth Brandon is a Hutchison School alumna
who graduated from Rhodes College in 2006. She currently works with Alzheimer’s Day Services as Special
Events/Volunteer
Coordinator and is a
freelance writer for
MUS Today.
DeltaCappella on Beale
Street: (kneeling) Holmes
Paschall, Kip Long, Jay
Mednikow, Rod O’Neil,
Joey Miller, Tom Watkins,
Julius Hunt, (standing) John
Koski, Russell Bloodworth,
Charles Ponder, Mikah
Meyer, and Dan Beard;
photos by Steve Roberts
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by Anne Marie Dudas

As controversy surrounds fossil fuels, many organizations are turning to renewable energy outlets as an alternative. Among the frontrunners in the renewable energy
category are solar and wind power. Both decrease the
United States’ dependence on foreign oil and are healthier
for the environment. Jay Schoenberger ’00 has joined
a new group of companies propelling a movement from
non-renewable to renewable energy sources. Invenergy
LLC, the Rockville, Maryland-based company for which
Schoenberger works, develops, constructs, and operates
wind farms, the locations for the wind turbines that capture and convert the wind’s energy.
Schoenberger, who graduated from Vanderbilt University in 2004, began his career working for American
Express. A year later, he switched to REC Solar. The
impetus for his decision was his passion for helping the
environment coupled with his desire to stay within the
for-profit sphere. Renewable energy fit both of those requirements. However, according to statistics, solar power
is not yet as much of a viable option for displacing non-renewable energy sources like natural gas, coal, and oil. So,
Schoenberger switched gears and began pursuing a career
in wind energy at Invenergy.
Powerful turbines, or windmills, comprise wind
farms and convert the wind’s energy into electrical energy.
Schoenberger describes these wind farms as beneficial to
the environment and to the economies of the areas in
which they are located. Wind farms produce renewable
electrical energy while creating no air emissions and requiring no water. Economically, wind farms generate an
extra source of income for farmers in rural areas because
companies like Invenergy lease the “wind rights” on the
land where the turbines operate. Furthermore, the wind
farms also create added tax revenues for the local communities. Because of these benefits, there has already been a
30 percent growth in the use of wind farms as an alternative energy source over the past several years.
Schoenberger specifically handles the challenges of
setting up wind farms. Before a turbine can be built, he

and the engineering team research potential areas to
determine the most ideal locations. When looking for
a place to establish a wind farm, they look for three
things. First, the area must have strong and consistent wind speeds. Second, there must be access to
transmission lines so that the power generated by the
turbines can feed into the electrical grid for use in the
surrounding communities. Third, the land on which
the farm is built is generally in a rural area where the
farmers or landowners are receptive to hosting a wind
project. One reason farmers are so responsive to wind
projects is that they can grow crops directly up to the
base of the turbine, resulting in very little loss of land
or profit. After Schoenberger finds a suitable piece of
land, he contacts the farmer and begins to work with
local governments to secure the appropriate permits.
When talking about his career and the decisions
that led him to his job with Invenergy, Schoenberger
gives MUS English teacher Terry Shelton credit for
honing his writing and problem-solving skills. “Mr.
Shelton was a particularly demanding teacher, but he
taught us how to write clearly and succinctly and how
to think critically,” says Schoenberger. “I remember
Mr. Shelton telling us that his most successful class
was one in which two students with directly opposing
viewpoints on the subject being discussed approached
him after class and, separately, criticized him for pushing the viewpoint to which each was opposed. He
wanted to challenge beliefs and assumptions and, in
the process, get his students to think and see multiple
perspectives.”
When asked why he chose Invenergy, Schoenberger said, “When trying to figure out your career,
it is important to look for something that, at the end
of the day, you believe matters, something beyond
the financial reward.” For Schoenberger, those values
include a desire to help others, be it the farmers whose
land he rents for the wind farms or the communities
worldwide benefiting from a decrease in pollution as
he helps to find viable alternative energy sources.
Anne Marie Dudas graduated from Hutchison School
in 2003. She earned a B.A. from Vanderbilt University,
majoring in English and communications. Currently, she
works for an advertising agency in Nashville.
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From the Archives

Century-Old Images Come Home
A Davant Family Donation
to the Archives and to MUS History
by John E. Harkins, Ross McCain Lynn Chair of History

1907 Football Team

Among the terrific things about
being a history detective is the level of
serendipity that runs rampant in the
process of continuing to learn about our
school’s storied past. Recently, through
the good offices of Davant Latham, Sr.,
and Davant Latham, Jr. ’80, their cousin, J. Allison Davant, Jr., of Charlotte,
North Carolina, donated a fine, small
cache of photographs of his father’s high
school sports activities. (Joseph) Allison
Davant (Class of 1908) was a stellar
athlete at the original MUS.
Coincidental to young Mr. Davant’s donation, the MUS Advancement
Office was trying to find out about the
1907 football team and when and why
descendants of the 1907 players had
donated a bronze plaque to the school
commemorating the players and that
particular season. School publications in
the MUS Archives yielded a terse story
of that season’s highlights, recently retold
in the 2007 MUS Football Guide. The
1908 Topics (student newspaper) gave a
football schedule recap, describing the
1907 season as “the most successful”
that any MUS football team had yet enjoyed, and the 1909 MUS-Kito (school
yearbook) contains the 1907 players’
names, their positions, and the names
of the coaches. These historical publications contain a half-tone
print of the team’s formal
photograph, but there was
no original photograph
of the team. Davant’s gift

1905 Football Team

1906 Football Team
Allison Davant
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furnishes MUS with several original,
studio-quality photographs from 1905
through 1908, one of which was used to
illustrate the story in the 2007 Football
Guide.
The Topics story also gave some
substance to the oft-heard rumor that
MUS had once beaten Ole Miss in a
football game. Indeed, we did beat an
Ole Miss team that year. However, it
was their second string (or B team or JV
squad), not their starting powerhouse.
Still, the 12-5 victory over a college
squad was no mean achievement for a
small prep school, especially with the
Ole Miss “scrubs” having the homefield advantage. Despite this showing,
the 1907 team did lose one away game
18-11 to perennial gridiron powerhouse
McTyiere School. Only Ole Miss and
McTyiere scored against the Owls; MUS
shut out all five other opponents. Moreover, MUS outscored its 1907 lineup
of opponents by a factor of ten, racking
up 230 points to a total of 23 for all its
rivals combined. That is a pretty impressive achievement for a prep school that
had started less than 15 years earlier with
an initial enrollment of only nine boys.
The boys “immortalized” on the
bronze plaque are: Harry Benedict,
Gavin Carter, M. E. Carter, Allison
Davant, George Eckert, John Erb,
Neely Grant, McGavock Grider, Arthur Jones, Hugh Luehrmann, Harry
Mims, William Moon, John Myers,
Wilson Northcross, Phil Pidgeon,
Granville Sherman (captain), Ernest
Wardle, and Richard Young. A. B.
Curry coached the team, and C. E. Moran managed the A team and coached

the B team. The plaque
honoring the team
initially hung on a wall
of the Todd-Snowden
Gym, but that wall was
removed in the early
1990s when the Sue
Hyde Sports and Physical Education Center
was added. On the
100th anniversary of the
1907 football season, MUS reinstalled
the plaque in the north concourse of the
new Sports Stadium.
J. Allison Davant quarterbacked the
football team through that memorable
1907 season. He was a gifted, wellrounded athlete. He was one of the 15
players dressed out in the 1906 football
squad picture. Other photographs show
him as the star catcher on the school’s
1907 and the 1908 championship baseball teams. He was also one of the eight
men pictured on the 1908 MUS basketball squad. Finally, he is thought to have
been instrumental in making the forward
pass a potent offensive tool in secondary
school football.
MUS is very appreciative of Allison
Davant’s son and namesake donating
such vivid images to the school. He not
only shipped us the pictures, he had them
archivally wrapped and professionally
boxed to protect them on their journey
back to Memphis. In the MUS Archives,
they will be preserved and made available
to all interested researchers.

Until recently,
pictures and other documents have often been
discarded at the death
of a family custodian.
Older people hold on to
them in the vain hope or
expectation that someone
in the younger generation
would one day want to
have these visual memories of a grandfather or great grandfather. In the digital age, however, there is
no longer any reason to feel conflicted.
One is no longer giving away the only
copy of an image in existence. In young
Mr. Davant’s case, Director of Advancement Perry Dement had the donated
images professionally scanned to high
resolution images on a compact disc
and sent the CD to the donor. Thus,
with the click of a mouse, Davant can
now send copies electronically anyplace
that the Internet reaches. Or he can
reprint any of these pictures whenever
he likes. Moreover, these images can
be resized or restored through proper
digital software.
Potential donors who may want to
hold on to original documents and photographs can still donate their images
to the MUS Archives. We will scan the
originals and give digital copies to the
donor or return the originals and keep
the digital copies for the MUS Archives.
Either way, such images will be here to
grace school publications in the future
and will also provide copies for families
who might need to replace a lost image
or document some day.

1908 Basketball Team

1908 Baseball Team
1907 Baseball Team
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’58
Class Representative:

Class Representative Needed
Send news to Claire Farmer at
claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’59
Class Representative:
Goodloe Early gearly2@aol.com

T. L. Stebbins decided he is ready to slow
down after 38 years with Cannaccord
Adams, Inc. He will remain a consultant
for them but probably will not go into the
office every day.

Marriages
Scotty Scott ’83 to Lara Holley
on August 18, 2007
Whit McCrary ’91 to Elizabeth
Pryse on May 19, 2007
Jake Lawhead ’95 to Frances
Kirkland on November 17, 2007
Stefan Banks ’98 to Shannon
Jones on November 4, 2007
Vinod Paidipalli ’98 to Melanie
Bucknell on July 21, 2007
Jay Curtis ’01 to Abbay Brownlow on October 13, 2007

Births

MUS TODAY

Those who read the MUS Report of Gifts
for 2006-07 may have noticed that the
Class of 1960 was the second-highest in the
percentage of classmates participating (71.4
percent), fourth in total gifts ($22,221) and
the highest in the number of members of either the Lynn Society or the Thorn Society.
In the current year, we already have one
new Lynn Society member, so we are off to
a great start.
Julie and Syd Butler moved for a year of
adventure in Aix-en-Provence, France. Despite the best of training under David Morelock, Syd has found that even the waiters

Katye and Will Hughes ’89, a son,
William “Winn” Frierson IV, on
July 23, 2007

Allison and Kem Wilson ’94,
a daughter, Sophia “Sophie”
Kemmons, on December 30, 2007

Kathy and Todd Photopulos ’89, a son,
Cole James, on October 30, 2007

Heather and Jamie Zanella ’95,
a son, Grayson, in November 2007

Kristine and Hal Roberts ’92,
a daughter, Lucy Chandler, on
September 25, 2007

Jennifer and Jon Daly ’96, a son,
William Wilson, on April 21, 2007

Class Representatives:
Met Crump metcrump@crumpfirm.com
Alex Wellford wellford@comcast.net

Katherine and JP Hickey ’93,
a son, Garrison Dietrich, on
October 26, 2007
Shannon and Ben Hutton ’93, a son,
Benjamin Walter, Jr., on June 11, 2007
Beth and Hart Weatherford ’93, a son,
Donald Hart, Jr., on January 18, 2008

Melissa and Martin Daniel ’75,
a son, Matthew Ford, on
December 31, 2007

Christina and Jeffrey Block ’94,
a daughter, Amelia Greer, on
December 1, 2007

Kelly and Jim Burrow ’82,
a daughter, Mary Maude,
on February 7, 2007

Murff and Duncan Galbreath ’94,
a daughter, Louise Day, on
January 3, 2008

Wendy and Henry Newton ’87,
a son, Jackson “Jack” Henry
Tyler, on July 23, 2007

Catherine and Josh Martin ’94,
a daughter, Kelsey, on June 11, 2007

J’Anne and Mark Cox ’89, a son,
Lawson, in September 2007
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’60

have trouble with his French pronunciation.
When he last attempted to order a decaf
and some Evian, the waiter sarcastically
replied, “So, you want ten coffees and an
airplane?” Julie has kept up her work for St.
Jude with late-night conference calls, and
Syd is concentrating on tennis.
Following the unveiling of his plan to open
a restaurant in Boliver, Tennessee, Scott
Ledbetter asked, “Which classmates besides
[Philip] Perel, [Peter] Pace, and [Alex]
Wellford have served food for pay?” In
evaluating the wisdom of the move, how
fitting that the venture is to be located in
Bolivar!
Todd Slaughter has a new website,
www.toddslaughter.net, which will give
you a look at some of his work and a fascinating description of his family’s experience
in owning acreage in rural Ohio. If you
have visited the part of Spain overlooking
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Kate and Pravi Thakkar ’94, a son,
Cannon Davis, on May 8, 2007

Valerie and John Russell ’96,
a daughter, Emma Grace, on
November 16, 2007
Kathryn and Kennon Vaughan ’96,
a son, Caleb Cole, on
November 7, 2007
Liz and Hunter Humphreys ’98,
a son, Robert Hunter III, on
December 28, 2007
Betsy and Rob Humphreys ’98,
a daughter, Kennon Lane, on
December 10, 2007
Ashley and Jonathan Limbaugh ’98,
a daughter, Sarah Grace, on
October 19, 2007
Jessica and Lee Wang ’98,
a daughter, Mailey Mei-Jun,
on October 16, 2007
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the Strait of Gibraltar, perhaps you have
seen La Mano y La Bola, Todd’s 27’ x 40’ x
5’ hand with parts that shift with the wind.
On the website there are also pictures of
a more recent commission called Mortarboard, a commemorative piece for Franklin
University’s 100th anniversary.
Ferrell Varner issued a rare, very proud
boast after shooting a 78 at the Memphis
Country Club golf course on a pretty day in
November. Ferrell’s son, Ferrell ’07, attends
Rhodes College.

’61
Class Representative:
Scott May sfmay@bellsouth.net

Send news to your class rep or to Claire
Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’62
Class Representative:
Jerry Bradfield jbradfi293@aol.com

The reunion fallout continues, as we are
still hearing comments about Homecoming last fall. As folks come through town,
they seem to want to know all about it and
what’s next. Well, like we said after the
great turnout, lots of the guys want to get
together again. So we are planning to tack
ourselves on to the St. Mary’s Class of 1963
reunion on April 25. You’ll be hearing more
about it by email soon. If you are not on the
email list, please send your email address
to claire.farmer@musowls.org or write me.
I know you won’t want to miss out on this
opportunity to catch up with old girlfriends
and make some new ones. Please keep in
touch, as we will be getting together soon.
The details will be forthcoming.
Philip Crump came through town the
other day, and we met briefly at the local
Starbucks. We agreed that since we are two
of the youngest class members, we have
been able to hold off the aging process.
Philip looks very tall, thin, and fit in his
Southwestern attire. Apparently, the air
agrees with him out there in Santa Fe, and
he is enjoying marital bliss with his famous
architect wife, Beverly (whom we hope to
meet one day). It was a special joy for me to
speak with Philip’s mom and to hear she’s
doing well – as is his dad. While at Starbucks, we ran into Malcolm McRae. Philip
was quite close to his sister, Susan, who
succumbed to cancer a few years ago.

’63
Class Representative:
Doug Ferris dferris@ffcfuelcells.com

Send news to your class rep or to Claire
Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’64
Class Representative:
Bill Quinlen wlq1975@aol.com

Ray Brakebill appears to be gradually
winding down his estate planning and
medical benefits business, but he will still
get you coverage (as needed) in a heartbeat.
He and his wife, Sue, recently went on a
nice European odyssey, courtesy of their
generous children, to Munich, Vienna,
Prague, and all points in between. Ray
reports that the local beer was really good
and that he partook daily.
Scotty Heppel and his wife, Carolyn, are
still fly fishing at every opportunity. They
caught a lot of big browns and rainbows
in Montana recently. Big means anything
over 17 inches, and their haul included a
21-inch brown trout and a 22-inch rainbow
trout.
Burgess Ledbetter’s manufacturing company, CBL Architectural Fiberglass, Inc.,
has been busy the past several years all over
the country and close to home. His custom
fiberglass cornice, columns, and trim cover
many MUS facilities, including the Campus
Center, the Dunavant Upper School, and
the Sports Stadium. He says most people
don’t even know these building elements are
fiberglass! This causes your correspondent
to wonder, what is the plural of cornice, and
where is Mr. Springfield when you really
need him?
Sandy Lynn is still married to Wendi. They
wed in January 2007.
Thurston Moore is still chairman of his
Richmond law firm, Hunton & Williams. No small job, as the firm has over
1,000 lawyers in 19 offices across the U.S.,
Europe, and Asia. Thurston adds that his
twins went to college this fall (Brent to
Duke University, where Thurston’s wife,
Corell, went; Ali to the University of Virginia, where Thurston went); his eleventh
grader, Philip, had a fine football season and
continues to be the top student academically in his grade; his sixth grader is playing
basketball and doing Boy Scouts, and his
second grader is just playing. Thurston and
Philip recently visited Memphis and duck
hunted at Mac McKee’s ’65 fabulous 713
hunting club near Marianna, Arkansas, with

Bill Quinlen and Bill Wunderlich, a.k.a.
the Mallard Brothers.
This past summer, Marion and Bill Quinlen took a nice trip to Norway, which is the
second-most expensive travel destination in
the world after Iceland. Oysters on the half
shell were $8 – each. Talk about curbing your
appetite! A Big Mac was $12, but who wants
a Big Mac at any price? On the positive side,
they still serve whale in Norway, which is
a lot tastier than baby seal, which is rather
bland. The Norwegians have pretty good
beer, too. Who knew?
Barham Ray reports that his son, Barham ’99,
is in his second year of graduate film school
at the University of Southern Californa. Big
Barham and Debbie enjoy visiting him when
Los Angeles is not on fire. Their daughter,
Beverley, is a senior at the University of
Memphis majoring in history, which, according to the late Leigh MacQueen, is the road
to riches. Barham also just visited his older
brother, Robert Ray ’61, who is a professor
in the English Department at the University
of Florida in Gainesville. Along with Rick
Moore ’63, Barham enjoys working on the
boards of both Hutchison and MUS. He
notes the pay is not very high, but the work
is interesting. On the employment front,
Barham is working his way out of the venture
capital business and will soon have free time
to work on projects of interest or to try to discover how to hit a golf ball properly. Finally,
Barham believes he is the only member of the
class of 1964 who shot free throws with Greg
Warren in the old gym this year. It allegedly
took Greg 13 shots before he made the first
one, but there is no report of how many shots
it took Barham to scratch.
When they are not in Boulder, Colorado,
Mason Schumacher and his wife, Mary Elizabeth, can often be found in their other home
in the Punta Mita area, an hour north of
Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Mason says it is nice
to be able to work from there just like he can
in the States. Their son, Phillip (27), along
with a group of friends from Boulder, recently
ran a half-marathon in Puerto Vallarta. The
Schumachers have three grandchildren (ages
2, 10, and 16) living in the Boulder area. Mason encourages anyone visiting the Boulder or
Puerto Vallarta areas to give him a call if they
wish to see either from a “local perspective.”
Good deal!
Frank Tenent has a really bad back.
After years of being on the wrong end of
the risk management plow, Tim Treadwell
reports his ship has come in at last. On November 1, 2007, USI Holdings Corporation,
based in Briarcliff Manor, New York, acquired
Treadwell & Harry Insurance, LLC. Treadwell
& Harry will be combined with USI’s existing Memphis operations. Says Timmons:
“For five generations, Treadwell & Harry has
been a trusted source of insurance solutions
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for Mid-South clients. By joining the USI
family, we position ourselves to continue
providing the high-quality coverage that our
clients deserve and expect. We are pleased
to have this opportunity and look forward
to working closely with the USI Memphis
team.” He is also pleased that a whole
bunch of folks currently or formerly named
Treadwell will be able to stay on the job and
off his personal payroll.

’65
Class Representative:
Rick Miller rmiller634@aol.com

Send news to your class rep or to Claire
Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’66
Class Representative:
Chuck Smith duckhead50@aol.com

Howard Hazelwood remains in the
security business and is vice president/sales
manager for All Guard Security, Inc., in
Memphis. His company specializes in
residential and commercial security installations and monitoring.

’67
Class Representative:
John Pettey john.pettey@morgankeegan.com

McClain Gordon owns Elvis Presley’s
farm, the HoundDog Ranch, in Moscow,
Tennessee. Elvis and Vernon sold the Circle
G Ranch in 1974 and bought the HoundDog Ranch to replace it. McClain hired the
company that sold Elvis’s house on Audubon Drive to sell a piece of the property.
See www.honkytonkhalloffame.com for
more information.
John Pettey was named a managing director at Morgan Keegan & Company.

’68
Class Representative:
Bill Ferguson 901-278-6868

Dan Fisher went on a dove hunting trip to
Argentina in August with Bert Robinson ’68
and Bert Robinson ’90. They had a blast.
Dan’s son, Daniel, is a first-year student at
the University of Virginia, and his daughter,
40
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Katie, is in the ninth grade at Girls Preparatory School in Chattanooga. She is a
cheerleader for McCallie School.
Bill Hoehn and his wife, Susan, are doing
more cross-country traveling than ever.
They have two grandchildren in Chicago
and a daughter in New York, and their son
is in the family business in San Diego.
Bruce Hopkins recently returned from taking his son, Bond ’01, to Egypt where he is
studying Arabic at the University of Cairo
for one year prior to entering graduate
school (see page 51).
Tom Hutton and his wife, Katie, are thoroughly enjoying playing grandparents to
their four grandchildren.
Curt Ogle retired from Methodist Hospital
North five years ago. Now he spends his
time working on his farm and riding his
bike.
Cynthia and Ames Yeates are looking forward to the 40th reunion parties this fall. In
the meantime, they stay busy watching their
daughter, Winnie, play competitive tennis.

’69
Class Representative:
Scott Wellford swellford@orgill.com

Send news to your class rep or to Claire
Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’70
Class Representative:
Warren Ayres wwayres@bellsouth.net

Shep Tate joined Bass, Berry & Sims as a
member in the firm’s litigation practice area.
Prior to that, Shep was managing partner
of Tate Lazarini Brady & Davis, PLC. His
practice is focused on the securities litigation, arbitration, and compliance areas.

’71

After 28 years, Mark Schandorf retired
from military service on February 1, 2008.
Mark and his wife, Patsy, built a home near
Lynchburg, Virginia, where he started private
practice with two dental offices in December.
Their home is on a beautiful mountain lake.

’72
Class Representative:

Denby Brandon

denbybrandon@brandonplanning.com

Henry Hutton is the secretary and treasurer
of the Greater Memphis Automobile Dealers
Association.

’73
Class Representatives:

Cecil Humphreys chumphreys@glankler.com
Wise Jones wise.jones@regions.com
Larry Hayward and his wife, Maggie, are
both Presbyterian ministers. Larry is pastor
of Westminster Presbyterian Church in
Alexandria, Virginia.
Mac McCorkle was a campaign consultant
for Chris Dodd, Democratic candidate for
President. Mac was confidant that, as a result
of his inclusion in the campaign, polling
numbers would exceed 1 percent by November 2008...but, alas, he was wrong.

’74
Class Representatives:
John Dillon jdillon@orgill.com
Mark Ruleman mark@wealthsolutionsllc.net

Buck Wellford was elected to the board of
the Memphis Bar Association.

’75

Class Representative:
Phil Wiygul philwiygul@earthlink.net

Class Representative:
Lee Marshall lee.marshall@jordancompany.com

Harrell Schaeffer is not just in the car
business any more. He formed a partnership
with his son-in-law, Oliver Doughtie ’92,
to develop a shopping center called Forest
Hill Crossing at Forest Hill-Irene and
Poplar Pike in Germantown. The general
contractor for the project is Montgomery
Martin ’73. Additionally, Harrell is a member of the board of the Greater Memphis
Automobile Dealers Association.

Martin Daniel and family moved to Knoxville in early March in order for Martin to
spend more time with his business, Elevation
Outdoor Advertising. He had been commuting between Memphis and Knoxville for the
last few years; but with a family and a growing business, the need to be in Knoxville on
a full-time basis dictated the move. Be sure to
contact Martin for all your Vols ticket needs.
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’76
Class Representative:
Lane Carrick lane@sovereignwealth.com

Keith Anderson was elected president of
the Memphis Medical Society for 2008.
After graduating from the University of
Mississippi, Rob Heard started a career in
financial services with First Tennessee Bank
in Memphis. That was a mere 26 years ago,
and Rob is still with First Tennessee – the
last six years in the institutional arm, FTN
Financial. Rob and his wife, the former
Lyndi Whipple, a 1980 ECS graduate
and 1984 University of Memphis alumna,
recently celebrated their 20th anniversary.
They have three children: Robert (16),
James (13), and Kathryn (11). Rob is a
deacon at Second Presbyterian Church and
is a former trustee at PDS. Rob has been
active in the Memphis Young Life community, serving on its Memphis Metro Board
and currently on the Young Life Collierville
Committee.
Steve Hickman is in his eighth year as
headmaster at Heathwood Hall Episcopal
School, a co-ed day school of 875 students
in Columbia, South Carolina. Steve was recently recognized as Headmaster of the Year
in South Carolina, receiving the Dr. Charles
C. Aimar Leadership Award from the South
Carolina Independent School Association –
their highest academic honor! Steve and his
wife, Mary, have three children. Daughter,
Leigh (20), is a junior at the University of
South Carolina; sons, Steve, Jr. (17), and
Andrew (15) are both students at Heathwood Hall.
Mark Morris is married to the former
Cindy Stringer, who teaches at Briarcrest.
They have three wonderful girls. Daughter Emily attends the McWhorter School
of Pharmacy at Samford University in
Birmingham, Alabama. She was married
in June 2007 in Memphis to Sam Hawes.
Betsy is married to 2nd Lieutenant John
Hill of Memphis, who is stationed at Fort
Knox. Kelly is a recent graduate of ECS.
Mark and Cindy served as missionaries
from 1983-97 in South Africa, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Singapore. Mark is currently
on staff at Rick Warren’s (author of The
Purpose Driven Life) church in Lake Forest,
California, and he referees basketball for
high school, Division II, and NAIA games.
He has had the great privilege of officiating
a few MUS games but insists he’s impartial!
Jim Watson and his wife, Melissa, live in
Atlanta, Georgia, with their three children,
sons, Brantley (11) and Lachlan (9), and
daughter, Caelan (4). Jim has enjoyed a 20year career in the technology industry and is
currently the chairman and CEO of Reflex

Security. Earlier in his career, Jim served
as vice president and managing director of
Gartner Group’s Asia Pacific operations and
was based in Brisbane, Australia. Before
joining the corporate world, Jim was an
assistant basketball coach at his alma mater,
Presbyterian College.

’77
Class Representative:
Bruce Moore jmoore1977@comcast.net

Send news to your class rep or to Claire
Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’78
Class Representative:
Joe Morrison morrisonmemphis@comcast.net

Elizabeth and Eric Hunter are beginning
to glimpse the light at the end of the tunnel
with their five children. Their girls, Liza
and Becca, are 13 and 16. Sons Sam and
Josh are both at Auburn University, and
Wilson is in law school at the University of
Alabama.
Chip Grayson recently had a nice dinner
and visit with Romvadee and Vance Overbey in Atlanta. The new baby, Alexis, joined
them but snoozed most of the time.

’79
Class Representative:
Fleet Abston fnabston@comcast.net

All is well with Kendall Crawford. His
daughter has just received her master’s
degree in speech and language pathology, so
she’s about to enter the real world (and get
off Daddy’s payroll, yeah buddy!). Kendall
spent some leisure time on a few fishing
expeditions this past year – just back from
Brazil, where he was fishing for peacock
bass in the Amazon rainforest on the Rio
Negro River (man, I want to go next time!).
Earlier this year, he spent time salmon fishing in the Queen Charlotte Islands in Canada (sounds like American fish might be too
smart for him). Both areas are beautiful
and exotic parts of the world. Kendall is in
his nineteenth year with Stanley Security
Solutions, Inc., a division of The Stanley
Works. The security industry remains
strong within the Mid-South marketplace,
as our crime rates continue to rank among
the highest in the country. I expect 2008

to be another record year (great, let’s all
get weapons permits!). He’s still riding his
Harley (ponytail?) yet finds the time has become a challenge due to work requirements
(again, the high crime rate). Says Kendall,
“I’ve no plans to grow a ponytail to fit the
biker image!” (Oh my, he anticipated my
comment/question.)
Robert Gordon has been busy making
another documentary. This one, Shakespeare
was a Big George Jones Fan: Cowboy Jack
Clement’s Home Movies, is a collaborative
effort between Robert and Morgan Neville.
The film was a double-award winner at the
2005 Nashville Film Festival.
Bill Knight is celebrating his tenth anniversary as CFO for Holston Medical Group, a
multi-specialty group of 150 physicians in
Kingsport and Bristol, Tennessee. He will
be celebrating his 25th wedding anniversary
with wife, Jeanne, this summer. (Congratulations!) Bill’s daughter, Kristen, is a sophomore at UT Knoxville (poor thing), and his
son, Bryan, will be attending UT Knoxville
this fall (oh my, way too much orange). Bill
still enjoys photography, an obsession he
developed at MUS.
After completing his residency in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1992 (and yes, he
was there for Hurricane Hugo! Whew!),
Hugh Scott returned to Memphis to practice pediatrics with the group he went to as
a child (you think they remembered him?).
He is with Pediatrics East, currently in the
Bartlett office. Robert Higginbotham ’90
joined the group about six years ago. When
not in the office, Hugh stays busy with Boy
Scouts and Cub Scouts, as he has three sons
(that makes me tired thinking about it).
Also, he has been fortunate enough to serve
his church on several medical mission trips
to Mexico and Peru. Several of our classmates also attend and serve at Independent
Presbyterian Church (somebody help ’em
find a preacher!). Hugh has been married
to Dawn since just before graduating from
medical school, and she stays busy taking
the boys around town to their activities.

’80
Class Representative:

George Skouteris

skouterislaw@aol.com

Cannon Allen was named to the board of
the Memphis World Trade Club for 2008.
Barry Frager was selected to receive the
2007 Section Chair Award by the Federal
Bar Association. He has completed his
second year as the immigration law section
chair of the FBA. The award recognizes his
diligence, energy, and effective leadership
with the FBA in immigration law on a
national level.
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News from the Field of Play...
In true ASL tradition, the intensity
picked up in what will surely go down
as one of the most exciting playoffs in
ASL history. The final night began with
a near upset as the third-place Spots
took on the second-place Regulators.
Both teams seemed to be feeling the
pressure of the postseason as neither
team was able to score in the first three
innings. The scoreless tie was finally
broken in the top of the fourth inning
when the Spots posted three runs on
some spectacular hitting. Time was running out for the Regulators as they held
the Spots scoreless in the fifth to take a
three-run deficit into the bottom of the
inning with their 8-9-10 hitters due up.
In typical ASL fashion, the crowd
by Jim Dorman ’95
was nearly silent as they anxiously
watched to see how the defending
Wanna Play? With three straight titles, the
champs would respond. The Regulators
After a shaky start to the
Regulators are celebrating and taunting all
comers. Pictured left are Brian Kelsey ’96,
managed to score one run and, with
2007 season, defending MUS Alumni
David Bradford ’95, Dallas Geer ’95,
two men on base, Nelson “Big Stick”
Softball League champion Regulators, led
Jim Dorman ’95, Ben Clanton ’94, Blake
Cannon ’96 hit a two-run, stand-up
by Hall of Fame manager Jim Dorman ’95,
Bourland ’95, Nelson Cannon ’96, and
double to tie the game. Former League
cruised through the playoffs, taking their
Chris Hill. Other alumni on the team are
Kennon Vaughan ’96, Matt Weathersby ’96,
MVP Matt “Flash” Weathersby ’96
third consecutive Don Walker Trophy with
and Britton Williston ’96.
drove in the go-ahead run with another
a 13-9 shellacking of the O-Fers in the final.
single, and the Regulators took a 4-3 lead into the final inning.
The fourth ASL season proved to be a success, as five teams
The Spots were clearly intimidated by the clutch performance
battled for the coveted championship t-shirt. All games were
of the defending champions as they went down in order in
played on Tuesday nights at beautiful Thorn Field beginning
the sixth, sending the Regulators to their third title game in as
in September, often with several non-exuberant fans in attenmany years.
dance. The two-time defending champion Regulators were the
The second semi-final game of the night looked like a
pre-season favorites according to most sports analysts and ASL
mismatch as the fourth-place O-fers, who were coming off of
enthusiasts. Two teams – former league champs Cloud of Dust
a disappointing ending in the regular season, faced the seasonand the Brew Crew – dropped out of the league this year, recoglong first-place Yardwork. But the O-fers, with league commisnizing that they did not have the talent to compete in the ASL.
sioner Owen Tabor ’85 at the helm, relied on their wisdom
However, the remaining competition was much improved.
and experience to pound the youthful Yardwork into eliminaYardwork fielded a much improved roster after coach Elliot
tion as they advanced to the finals.
Pope ’99 spent the off-season paying top dollar for some exThe showdown between the O-fers and the Regulators
tremely talented prospects who had never even heard of MUS
proved to be an epic battle as the teams exchanged blows for
before this ASL season. The Spots and the O-fers each returned
three and a half innings, resulting in an 8-7 lead by the O-fer’s.
with another year of “wisdom” under their belts as well as a few
But the Regulators answered, posting six runs on nine consecuextra pounds. The Softballs, led by Don Drinkard ’98, returned
tive hits in the bottom of the fourth inning, and maintained
from a second consecutive 1-5 season to represent at least one
a five-run lead heading into the sixth and final inning. With
surefire win on everyone else’s schedule.
the bottom of the order due up, the three-peat seemed imIt appeared as though it were time for a regime change as
minent. However, after two quick outs, in an effort to create
the Regulators stumbled out of the gate losing back-to-back
some excitement for the fans, Blake Bourland ’95 bobbled a
games to Yardwork and the O-fers. Yardwork never looked back
ground ball to second and kept the O-Fers alive. Several batas they held onto their #1 ranking for the entire regular season.
ters and one run later, the bases were loaded, and suddenly the
The Regulators slowly clawed their way up the rankings to
title was again at risk for the Regulators. An O-fer base hit sent
finish the regular season in second place. The Spots, led by Pat
Ted Simpson ’85 racing from second to round third, but just
Hopper ’89, surprised everyone by defeating the O-fers in the
before he made his turn, he decided to stop at third. However,
last week of the regular season to secure third place going into
with moisture condensing quickly on the field, Simpson slipped
the playoffs, while the Softballs were unable to avoid elimination
and fell just as the throw came into Ben Clanton ’94, who
from the postseason after five consecutive regular season losses.

2007 ASL Recap

The Regulators’ Dynasty Continues
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had been acquired from Cloud of Dust after the team’s dispersion. Clanton stumbled while attempting to tag Simpson, but
Simpson did not realize what happened and lay on the ground
in despair as he thought the game was over. Realizing the situation, Dallas Geer ’95 came over from shortstop, picked up the
ball and mauled Simpson, tagging him out in the process.
After a lengthy and heated discussion about the legality
of the tag, Clanton’s intentions in stumbling to tag Simpson,
Geer’s intentions in pouncing on Simpson, Simpson’s apparent

recognition that he was out, whether or not an automatic timeout is called after a runner rounds third, and whether or not
the current housing recession has reached a bottom, the O-Fers
finally acknowledged the proper call and conceded the out, the
game, and the championship.
The league is desperate for a worthy competitor to unseat
the three-time defending champions. If you are willing to rise
to the challenge and play in the 2008 Alumni Softball League,
please contact Owen Tabor at otabor@aol.com.

Flying Elvis Get Down and
Dirty in the Big Easy

called off only six minutes into play, with
the Elvis down 3-2. The next day, despite
harsh conditions and very muddy fields, the
Elvis were victorious over the Wisconsin
team with a 7-3 victory. That same day, the
Elvis faced two more teams and more mud
but were victorious, beating Team South
Carolina 18-0 and then their nemesis, the
University of Virginia’s Lacrosse Club, who
had beaten the Elvis for the past two years.
This year was different.
After beating Virginia 4-1, the Flying
Elvis advanced to the championship game.
In past years, the Elvis had never made it
to the tournament championship, but this
team was flying high. The only team left to
beat was the Green Turtle Lacrosse Club, a
team made up of former top NCAA Division 1 lacrosse players from such schools as
Princeton University, Syracuse University,
and Towson University.

by Whit Tenent ’00

A group of MUS lacrosse alumni

Pictured above are Sisco Larson ’07,
Ron Ansley ’97, Thomas Robinson ’00,
Whit Tenent ’00, Jason Lewin ’98, Blake
Karban ’06, and Ethan Knight ’05.
Right, Jason Lewin dodges hard to
the cage against a UVA defenseman.

joined forces with other players to lead the
Flying Elvis Lacrosse Club to new heights
this year. The team was re-formed a few years
ago by Ron Ansley ’97. Prior to Ansley’s
efforts, the Flying Elvis [plural of Elvis is pronounced El-vise]
consisted of coaches from Memphis and the state of Tennessee.
Ansley not only serves as coach and captain for the team but
has been a great motivator, inspiring players from all over the
country to come and play with the Flying Elvis. In the fall, the
team made its way to tournaments throughout the South –
Nashville, Atlanta, and Birmingham – and was victorious in
all the tournaments. But their biggest challenge lay ahead.
Over the weekend of January 25-27, the team headed
down to New Orleans for the annual Mardi Gras Lacrosse
Tournament, which is a great fundraiser for the city of New
Orleans. This year ten men’s club lacrosse teams came to play in
the Big Easy. The Flying Elvis came to win.
On Friday, the Elvis faced their first opponent, the Wisconsin Lacrosse Club. Because of bad weather, the game was

After the
first half, the
game was tied
at 1-1. Late
in the second half, the game was tied
again at 2-2. With only a few minutes left, the Elvis
scored a goal and took the lead. With the assistance of Jason
Lewin ’98 and Thomas Robinson ’00, the Elvis were able
to control the ball and take the trophy, beating one of the top
men’s club teams in the country.
The Elvis roster mainly consisted of alumni from MUS
and CBHS, as well as players from Auburn University and
the University of Alabama. The Elvis defense, which included
Ethan Knight ’05, Blake Karban ’06, and Ansley, were the
MVPs of the tournament.
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’81
Class Representative:
Rob Hussey rjhussey3@comcast.net

Stuart Aronson doesn’t think he has done
any MUS updating since his second son
was born (Tor is now seven). Inger and
Stuart are up to three children with the addition of their daughter, “Princess” Annika,
who is now two years old (and yes, they are
done!). Stuart is still at GE Capital (18 years
and counting) and became an officer of
the company in 2006. He runs the private
equity finance business...so, if any MUS
alums are in the private equity game, he’s
their guy at GE.
Lance Fair, wife, Karen, and children,
Lauren (16), Courtney (14), and
Fletcher (11), have moved to Orlando,
where he serves as chief operating officer
of a real estate investment company,
Estein & Associates USA, Ltd.
Allen Hughes lives in Memphis with his
wife, Laurie. They have two daughters and
a son. Allen owns Avery Outdoors, Inc.
Judd Peters joined the MUS staff as director of school and community relations.
David Rudolph joined Ogletree, Deakins,
Nash, Smoak & Stewart, P.C., as a shareholder. The firm specializes in labor and
employment law.

’82
Class Representative:
John Dunavant john.dunavant@dunavant.com

Chuck Blatteis, partner in The Bogatin
Law Firm, PLC, has been reappointed to a
three-year term on the board of directors of
the Memphis Branch of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis. He is also a member
of the boards of directors of Hispanic
Business Alliance, Inc., United Way of the
Mid-South, Leadership Memphis, and the
Memphis Regional Chamber of Commerce.
Scott Crosby is the new chairman of the
Salvation Army Advisory Board.

’83
Class Representative:
Jim Burnett jim.burnett@morgankeegan.com

Bill Ballinger lives in Dallas with his wife,
Elizabeth, daughter, Bailey, and son, Brandon. He spends most of his time working
and going to ball games.
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Jim Burnett was named a managing director of Morgan Keegan & Company.
When asked if he had any news during
phonathon, Craig Christenbury answered,
“James Rantzow is taller than me, but I can
outjump him and outshoot him!”
Danny Donovan is a diagnostic radiologist
with Memphis Radiological Professional
Corporation. He and his wife, Catherine,
have a daughter, Sara Catherine, and a son,
Daniel.
Between being named partner with Burch,
Porter & Johnson and chasing after three
children, Eddie, Ellen, and Harry, with
wife, Wendy, Porter Feild stays very busy.
Brad Flynn enjoys bribery as a means of
getting his daughter, Eleanor Grace (almost
1), to do his bidding. Currently, Brad owes
her 13 ponies.
Richard Greenwald is a senior fellow
at the Center of Civic Innovation at the
Manhattan Institute, a public policy think
tank. His team is designing and planning
the implementation of a pilot program
to assist formerly incarcerated individuals
and the chronically unemployed in finding
and retaining employment. Richard is also
an adjunct professor of international and
public affairs at Columbia University.
Our thoughts go out to Drew Harris on
the loss of his father last year. Drew is in
Memphis and recently expanded his real
estate appraisal business to include land
acquisition. He does this primarily for
hunting reasons; so if you have wildlife
on your property, Drew is interested. This
concern is second only to Alabama football,
and Drew assures everyone that a championship is near.
Wyatt Isbell has accepted a position as
regional acquisitions manager with Seed
America, a company dedicated to the development of unused buildings for educational
purposes. Wyatt is based in Memphis.
Charles Jalenak was elected president of
the Memphis Jewish Housing Development
Corp.
David Knodel lives in St. Johns, Michigan,
with his wife and three children.
Al Lawrence lives in Heber Springs, Arkansas, where he works for B.F.I. He has two
sons, Jesse and Cooper.
Jimmy Ringel is vice president of the
Memphis Jewish Housing Development
Corporation.
Scotty Scott is back in Memphis and is
a newlywed. He married the former Lara
Holley from Birmingham, Alabama. Scotty
is president of Emerge Memphis, a business
incubator for small companies with emphasis on technology. A new dog is the first
step toward baby discussions, so here’s to an
expanded family sometime in the future.
Andrew Shainberg is one of the nicer

compliance executives on Wall Street. He
lives in New York, where he works with
Prudential Securities. Andrew has earned
MVP points for the 25th reunion, supplying several updates on the locations of
classmates. Our condolences go out to the
Shainberg family on the loss of his mother
in late 2007.
Rich Williamson lives in Montgomery,
Alabama, with his wife, Ruth, and their
three children. He is an asset manager
with Column Capital LLC, a subsidiary of
Credit Suisse. Rich’s kids are active in basketball and cheerleading, something Rich
longed for in high school.

’84
Class Representative:
Bob McEwan robert.mcewan@morgankeegan.com

Send news to your class rep or to Claire
Farmer at claire.farmer@musowls.org.

’85
Class Representative:
John Apperson japperson@centllc.com
Craig Witt craighwitt@hotmail.com

William McKelvy lives in St. Louis, Missouri, with his wife, Patricia, their daughter,
Jane, and son, Hugh. He recently took on
the job of director of graduate studies at
Washington University, which makes him
responsible for all Ph.D. applicants.
Dean Siewert is living in Marietta, Georgia, with his wife, Martha, and their two
children, Jay and Katherine. Dean works for
a privately held company in Atlanta, Prommis Solutions, which processes bankruptcies
and foreclosures for the mortage and legal
industries.

’86
Class Representatives:
Andy McArtor andy@mcartor.com
Gavin Murrey gavin.murrey@morgankeegan.com

Rob Williams is president of Best Bilt
Systems, LLC, in Byhalia, Mississippi. His
company uses computer-engineered measurements from blueprints to prefabricate
components for construction projects. Rob
and Best Bilt were profiled in a November 2007 edition of the Memphis Business
Journal.
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’87
Class Representatives:
Jonny Ballinger jonnyballinger@hotmail.com
Bo Brooksbank boandalanna@bellsouth.net

Special thanks to Steve Walker and his
family for making the effort to attend our
20th reunion last September. Steve attended
seventh grade with us before moving away,
so it was great to catch up with him after so
many years!
Sid Evans was named editor-in-chief of
Garden and Gun magazine. He was previously editor-in-chief of Field and Stream.
Johnny Norris joined law firm Kiesewetter
Wise Kaplan Prather, PLC, as a partner in
July 2007. He represents management in
the area of employment law. Johnny and
his wife, Kimberly, have a son, Spencer (3).
In his spare time, Johnny serves as chairman
of the board of directors of the John Dustin
Buckman Boys and Girls Club and is still
cranking out the ’80s college rock tunes
in WALRUS with bandmates Dan Shumake ’89, John Grilli ’89, Patrick Crump,
and Keith Tomes.
Things change quickly for Jon Van Heiningen. He moved back to Atlanta, Georgia, to
manage a day spa, Facelogic Spa.

’88
Class Representative:
Fred Schaeffer fschaeffer@memphis.nefn.com

Howard Cleveland is on the board of
directors of The Bodine School.
Geoffrey Hirsch joined the corporate and
securities group of the law firm Butler
Snow.

’89
Class Representative:
Scott Sherman scott.sherman@ftnfinancial.com

Caldwell Calame recently made a job
change. He works at WEDGE Capital Management as a portfolio manger.
WEDGE is an institutional asset management firm managing over $10 billion in
assets. Previously, he worked for 14 years
at Columbia Management, asset management group for Bank of America. He and
his wife, Parmele, have been in Charlotte,
North Carolina, for 15 years. They have
two children, Sadie Charles (7) and
Thomas (4).

Jay Galyean is a lieutenant commander
in the Navy. Since February, he has been
stationed in Germany, where he will be for
eight months total.
It was a short stay in Memphis for Geoff
Hall and his wife, Gretchen, son, Alex,
and daughter, Autumn. They have recently
moved back to Colorado for Geoff ’s new
position with Medtronic.
Ray Hayles and his wife, Kitsie, moved
back to Nashville about three years ago and
love it there. They have four kids: Jack (9),
Mary Caroline (7), Rhett (4), and Millie
(1). Ray merged his company, Ray Hayles
Sales Co., with one of his competitors. Now
it’s Ray Hayles MFG Sales.
Pat Hopper is a manager in corporate
sourcing at FedEx. He has been at FedEx
for seven years. He and his wife, Angie,
have two girls, Sara Kate (7) and Lauren
(5). Pat still enjoys reading poetry and
spends a lot of his free time helping out
with the baseball teams at MUS.
Peter Knoop has been promoted to senior
vice president at Morgan Keegan & Company, where he is a financial adviser.
Larry McMahan lives in Austin, Texas,
where he has been involved with real estate,
farming, writing, and moviemaking since
graduate school in Chicago and the Hollywood rat race in Los Angeles. He is still very
involved with nonprofit work and helped
launch www.cinestory.com. No kids in his
life, just his dog, Charlie.
John Minor is still living in Asheville,
North Carolina, with his wife, Janey, and
two daughters, Riley (5) and Rowan (2).
He is working in commercial real estate
for Sperry Van Ness-Whitney Commercial
Real Estate. He still loves the outdoors and
enjoys everything Florida Gators.
When asked for an update, Todd Photopulos responded, “I really haven’t gone far at
all. I live two miles from MUS in Germantown. I am a partner at Butler Snow law
firm, which is at the Crescent Center. My
office overlooks MUS. I married Kathy
Cole, who incidently grew up just behind
MUS on Poplar and Massey. Kathy is a
physical therapist at St. Francis Hospital,
again about a mile from MUS. We have two
girls, Emily and Anna Kate, and in October
had our first son, Cole James. Emily (6)
started Hutchison this year; Anna Kate (3)
will likely go there next year. That’s about
it. As you can see, my life really fits into a
two-mile radius. Scary.”
Alison and Jonathan Segal recently moved
to Hartsdale, New York, in Westchester
County outside of New York City. They
have a daughter, Sophia (2). Jonathan is
chief financial officer for the Department of
Psychiatry at Columbia University Medical
Center in New York.

’90
Class Representative:

Philip Wunderlich

pwunder@wundernet.com

Jennings Durand is a litigation associate
with Dechert in Philadelphia. He spends all
of his free time with his wife, Jency; his four
kids, Declan (7), Bennet (6), Anya (3), and
Kennedy (1); or coaching soccer.
Larry Goldsmith lives in Charlotte, North
Carolina, with his wife and son. He works
in investment banking at Bank of America
Securities.
Jeff Kerlan is a cardiologist with St. Francis
Hospital.
Sid Williamson is still working in Bozeman, Montana, where he is the assistant
director of the Emergency Department at
Bozeman Deaconess Hospital. He got married last September to Elizabeth Roberts,
whom he met out there and who works in
wildlife conservation as a GIS analyst (she
makes maps). And they had their first child,
Emma Ryer Williamson, in September.
So things have been busy for sure. He still
managed to fish quite a bit, despite all the
changes.

’91
Class Representatives:
Darrell Cobbins dcobb1911@bellsouth.net
Brett Grinder bgrinder@grindertaber.com

Shea Flinn joined the board of advisors for
Southwest Tennessee Community College and was elected to the Memphis City
Council this fall.
Whit McCrary and his partner at Colliers
Turley Martin Tucker Real Estate support
the Nashville community with their Kicks
for Kids program, in which they donate
$300 to the Boys and Girls Clubs of Middle
Tennessee for every Tennessee Titans field
goal. The eight field goals by Rob Bironas
against the Texans this year netted $2,400
in one game.
Josh Poag is getting ready to reinvent the
Highland strip, always a favorite of the
MUS crowd, with his first mixed-use project, Highland Row, which will convert the
Highland Street Church of Christ property
to apartments, townhomes, and a parking garage centered around a new lifestyle
center. Josh was honored in the Memphis
Business Journal’s “Top 40 under 40” this
year along with classmate Tom Hutton.
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Look for Planet Cancer’s Cancer Handbook,
edited by Chris Schultz, to come out this
summer. It’s an irreverent survival guide for
young adults affected by cancer and can be
ordered from www.planetcancer.org. Chris’s
consultancy, Start Here Project Development, recently raised over $300,000 for the
Children Affected by AIDS Foundation
for a project to serve the AIDS-affected in
Guatemala. Chris’s daily average in calculus
was 42 during his senior year.

’92
Class Representative:

Brandon Westbrook

brandon.westbrook@gmail.com

Brandon Dane is back in the United States.
After trying his hand at a travel magazine in
Guatemala for a while, he is now in Miami
Beach working on a book.
Farees Farooq returned to Memphis and
joined the UT Medical Group. He is board
certified in internal medicine and gastroenterology.
Major Wright accepted the position of
head football coach at Briarcrest Christian
School. In addition to his duties on the
field, Major also serves as dean of students.

’93
Class Representatives:

Thomas Quinlen Tquinlen@baker-whitt.com
Gil Uhlhorn guhlhorn@bassberry.com
Hemant Gupta and his wife, Mary, live in
Memphis, where Hemant recently accepted
a position with Butler Snow. He specializes
in patent law.
Ben Hutton, his wife, Shannon, and their
three children live in Athens, Alabama,
where he has recently been made a partner
in the firm Bradley Arant Rose & White
LLP.
Daniel Myers went to law school at the
University of Miami, practiced law briefly
with Armstrong Allen, and then went into
his dad’s accounting business. He and
his wife, Shari, have a son (2) and live in
Cordova.
Casey Nolan and his wife, Caroline, spent
the holidays vacationing in South Africa.
The Nolans live in Arlington, Virginia,
where he works for Clark Realty Capital.
After a year of marriage, Anna Katherine
and Hank Word are still enjoying the
newlywed bliss.
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’94

’96

Class Representatives:
Kirby May kirbymay@hotmail.com
Jason Whitmore avalanchez66@hotmail.com

Class Representatives:
Nelson Cannon nelsoncannon@hotmail.com
Robert Dow mail@robertdow.com

Will Abbay and his wife, Elizabeth, live in
Memphis, where Will works for Armstrong
Relocation.
Gene Chang hung out his own shingle,
Chang Law Firm, in Tucson, Arizona. His
firm specializes in family and criminal law.
Paul Engelberg was promoted to associate
director of Domestic DVD/Blu-Ray at 20th
Century Fox.
John Houseal lives in Forrest City, Arkansas, with his wife, Laura, and their son,
Foster (2). He practices law in both Tennessee and Arkansas. His wife works for Ducks
Unlimited as its communications manager.
Josh Martin is still in the computer business. Now he works for Monster.com and
lives in Fairfax, Virginia.
Kevin Wilson received his M.B.A. from
Northwestern University’s Kellogg School
of Management last year. He resides in
Memphis, where he runs his family business, Memphis Auto Auction/United Auto.
He and his wife, Jaime, have two daughters,
Lily (3) and Campbell (almost 2).
Even with a fairly recent marriage and a
knee injury, Zac Zaricor continues in his
landscaping business, ZZLawns.

Tom Burnett survived an accident while
on vacation in Nicaragua in June, breaking
his back and sustaining a spinal cord injury.
Since then, he has learned how to walk
again, and he is continuing to gain strength
while living with his parents in Memphis.
Doctors expect a full recovery by this
summer. Check out his blog for periodic
updates on his condition:
http://getwelltom.blogspot.com.
Sean Conta is still at Punchbowl Software.
He and his wife, Jessie, moved from Massachusetts to Seattle.
Andy Crank is a professor at Northwestern
State University in Natchitoches, Louisiana.
After seven years with the San Antonio
Spurs organization and three NBA championships, Brian Ricketts retired from
professional basketball. Ricketts accepted a
position at Alamo Heights High School in
San Antonio, where he teaches special education and coaches cross country. Despite
being semi-retired, Ricketts hasn’t slowed
down and continues to run like Forrest; he
completed a marathon in Warsaw, Poland,
last fall and the San Antonio Marathon
last winter. Next, he has a 50k trail race
and 100k ultramarathon in the Texas Hill
Country.
Rusty Shappley is in his fourth year of a
five-year residency at Harvard, and his wife,
Rebekah Hofstra Shappley, is in her second
year of a pediatrics residency at Boston
Children’s Hospital.
Rob Tom is an associate in the law firm
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &
Berkowitz, where he concentrates his practice in the area of business litigation.
Spike Treadwell, after being prompted by
a note from his dad, Swift ’68, sent word
that he gets in trouble every time an issue
of MUS Today comes out and his name is
not in it. Charles Swift Treadwell IV, called
Charlie, was born June 25, 2005. That’s
almost three years ago! That’s quite a few
opportunities to be in trouble, Spike.

’95
Class Representatives:
Gideon Scoggin glscoggin@banktennessee.com
Will Thompson wthompson@nfcinvest.com

Hall Cannon moved from New York to
New Zealand and now runs a small hotel
in an 1895 homestead outside of Christchurch. For more information, visit
www.otahuna.co.nz.
Ben Keras is president of the Greater Memphis Automobile Dealers Association.
Andy Mynatt lives in Knoxville with his
wife, Blair, and son, Hunter (1). Andy is a
homebuilder there.
Jamie Zanella returned from Baghdad in
January to meet his son, Grayson, for the
first time since his birth in November.

MUS Is a Breeding
Ground for Leaders

Members of the Thorn Society Emerging
Leaders (from the Classes of 1994-2002) met
in the Wunderlich Auditorium in late November to hear Staley Cates ’82 (pictured above),
president of Southeastern Asset Management,
talk about the attributes of a leader. Earl Blankenship, president of the Thorn Society, welcomed the Emerging Leaders: “When I think
about MUS, I think about leaders.” One of
his goals as president is to pull together young
alumni and give them the opportunity to engage in dialog with some of the business and
civic leaders who have come from MUS.
Cates opened the discussion with three
traits that are common among leaders: one, a
service mentality; two, a positive attitude; and
three, failure. He understands that employees
will do anything for an employer if that leader
will do anything for them; one has to serve the
people to be a true leader. He also feels that
one cannot be afraid of failure. It is a good
thing to have failed, because the right kind of
failure is a good lesson learned.
Most importantly, Cates practices what he
preaches. He firmly believes there is a direct
relationship between community service and
leadership, and that one needs to find the intersection that crosses what he loves and what
he’s good at. Mix in trustworthiness – being as
good as one’s word – and there is the formula
for being a successful leader. He challenged
the young group of Emerging Leaders: “Thirtysomethings are incredibly potent. You have
to find out how to work together in the community and make things happen.”

D. eugene thorn societY
Leaders Building Leaders
Relationships Matter

An exclusive event for
Emerging Leaders of the D. Eugene Thorn Society
		
Who:
				
		
What:
		
When:
		
Where:

New and existing members of the
Thorn Society Emerging Leaders
Networking Event for Young Alumni
Tuesday, April 29, 6:00 p.m.
Memphis Hunt and Polo Club

The evening will provide unparalleled access and networking opportunities for young alumni to engage in conversation, gain contacts, and connect
with influential leaders to explore and strengthen their professional and
personal goals. Assembled will be a group of MUS alumni and others who
are established leaders representing private business, public office, medicine,
the legal community, and cultural and civic endeavors, as well as members
of Emerging Leaders (Classes of 1994-2002).
Leaders Building Leaders will provide our alumni the opportunity to
use their shared MUS bond to build relationships that will serve them as
individuals and make an impact on the future of our community. More than
70 percent of MUS alumni return to Memphis after college and graduate
school, and they have a remarkable effect as leaders in business, civic, and
philanthropic organizations. The success and leadership of MUS graduates
are significant in creating a vital and thriving community.
This event is open only to Thorn Society Emerging Leaders members.
To become a member, contact Rachel Krantz, director of the Annual Fund,
at 901-260-1412 or rachel.krantz@musowls.org.
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’97
Class Representatives:
Trey Jones trey.jones@ey.com

Chris Canale is studying for a master’s
degree in ethical leadership at Christian
Brothers University.
Trey Jones accepted a position as controller
at Allenberg Cotton Company.

’98
Class Representatives:
Erick Clifford eclifford@harbert.net
Don Drinkard don.drinkard@cbre.com

Galloway Allbright is performing sketch
comedy in Denver, Colorado, and was
recently cast in his debut movie appearance.
Stefan Banks married Shannon Jones of
Franklin, Tennessee. They currently live in
Clarksville, Tennessee. He will finish up his
stint in the Army around June.
Michael Black graduated from the University of Memphis with a degree in sports
and leisure management. He took a job
with the Colonnade Group in Birmingham,
Alabama. Colonnade is a sporting event
management company with a focus on the
NCAA and the SEC.
Micah Brafford is working at Independent
Bank in Memphis.
John Brooks is an associate in the investment banking group of Morgan Keegan in
Memphis.
Larry Dow had his eighteenth birthday at
Hooters in the fall of 1998. Not much has

Just Grand!

happened since then, although he still gets
“stingers” from time to time, which he attributes to waiting too long to add a cowboy
collar to his shoulder pads.
Robert Faber lives in Charlotte, North
Carolina, where he works at Wachovia
Capital Partners.
Barrett Haik lives in Washington, DC.
John Hamilton started working in commercial real estate. He is with the Staubach
Company – it’s pretty cool to say you work
for Roger Staubach! He is specializing in office space and exclusively represents tenants.
He is excited and nervous at the same time,
but he knows it is the right move for him.
Glenn Hollingsworth is pursuing his
M.B.A. at Ole Miss.
Rob Humphreys practices law at Bass,
Berry & Sims in Memphis.
Hunter Humphreys and his wife, Liz, gave
birth to the best-looking boy in Shelby
County this past December. The distinction was confirmed in his first pageant. He
will be competing in the state pageant and
hopes to move on to national opportunities
thereafter.
Drew Long is working on his second
undergraduate degree in civil engineering at
the University of Memphis. Since 2004, he
has been working at the Med as a Spanishlanguage interpreter.
Vinod Paidipalli married Melanie Bucknell, his college sweetheart, this past summer and recently opened the Atlanta office
for Lubert-Adler, a real estate private equity
firm. He is also a new uncle and the father
of a Labrador puppy. He can be found any
given Sunday making trips between the
Buckhead Petco, Home Depot, and/or
Toys R Us on his way to take his puppy
over to see his sister and her family, who
also live in Atlanta.

That's the feeling these alumni shared with MUS faculty member
Norman Thompson (center) at the baby shower for his daughter, Melissa (accounting
administrator at MUS), and her husband, Matt Saenger. Pictured with Thompson are (front
row) Courtney Carson, Jason Lewin, (back row) Matthew Ware, Michael Taylor, Lawrence
Dow, Saenger, and Don Drinkard, all from the Class of 1998. And on February 20, baby
Matthew Thompson Saenger made his grand debut.
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Justin Patrick is a commercial insurance
broker in Marsh’s Atlanta office.
John Rouse married Ivana Kovacevic last
summer. They live in Dallas, and John
recently started working at Continuum
Healthcare as corporate counsel.

’99
Class Representatives:
Chip Campbell chipcampbell3@gmail.com
Norfleet Thompson nthomps9@utmem.edu

Ben Bailey plays professional lacrosse for
the Los Angeles Riptide. He was drafted
first round to the San Francisco Dragons
and was traded to Los Angeles at the end
of January. Both teams are part of Major
League Lacrosse (MLL), the professional
outdoor lacrosse league.
Chip Campbell left Deloitte & Touche for
a position at Thompson Dunavant.
Nick Chimenti joined the auditing staff of
Reynolds, Bone & Griesbeck PLC, certified
public accountants and advisors.
Dale Crow lives in Nashville and works as
an associate attorney with the firm of Lewis,
King, Krieg & Waldrop P.C.
Jay Tamboli graduated from Georgetown
Law School in the spring of 2007.

’00
Class Representatives:

Michael Liverance liverance.michael@gmail.com
Ryan Miller ryan@gullanecapital.com
Oscar Carr joined the law firm of Glankler
Brown as an associate. He concentrates his
practice in the area of civil litigation.
Phillip Cook is an analyst with Southern
Sun Asset Management.
Charley Foster lives with Chris Hamilton in Oxford, where they both are in law
school at Ole Miss.
Scott Hickerson passed the bar and went
to work for the law firm Bailey & Benfield
in Memphis.
Jim Levy is in graduate school at the University of Memphis.
Conner Townsend accepted an accounting
position with the Jackson, Mississippi-based
company Horne LLP. He is in their recently
opened Memphis office.
Witt Wittenberg is in commercial real
estate with CB Richard Ellis. He recently
earned the Certified Commercial Investment Member designation from the CCIM
Institute.

Game On

for

Philip Kirsch

by Elizabeth Brandon

Going to work in a t-shirt and shorts,
playing video games – just another day at
the office for Philip Kirsch ’98. Do not
be mistaken, this MUS alumnus works on
average 60-70-hour weeks for one of the
world’s top advertising agencies Wieden +
Kennedy. Living in Portland, Oregon, Kirsch
has helped manage the company’s EA
Sports account since early January of last
year.
EA Sports is a sub-brand of Electronic
Arts (EA), the world’s largest maker of
video games, and is part of the all-star
client list of Wieden + Kennedy that comprises labels such as Nike and Starbucks. Aiding in the
development of marketing strategy and creation of
TV spots and print ads across all EA Sports and Games
titles, Kirsch performs research partly by playing sportsbased video games, including Madden NFL Football, Tiger
Woods Golf, and Need for Speed.
When asked about a given day at work, Kirsch replies,
“There really isn’t a typical, run-of-the-mill day around here.”
But evidently, there is much more to it than playing video
games. Kirsch works on status calls with two groups of EA
clients to confer about current and future projects. Addressing client expectations and feedback, he collaborates with the
internal Studio Group to complete print ads and the Broadcast
Production Department on TV spots. While monitoring all
projects, he also works on an international level, providing the
Amsterdam office of Wieden + Kennedy with regular status
reports. And he keeps track of the financials for all EA projects.
He got an early start in the field: “From the time I was a
kid, my parents would take me to Memphis State [now University of Memphis] basketball games,” recalls Kirsch. “Then I
started playing basketball and sports video games, and it was a
snowball effect.”
At MUS, he was the basketball manager throughout high
school, actively involved in every phase of the sport. “Attending
MUS allowed me to learn how to organize myself, to focus, and
to work well with others,” Kirsch says.
He attended George Washington University, majoring
in sports marketing and managing the GW men’s basketball
team throughout college. During his undergraduate experience,
Kirsch landed internships with the Washington Wizards, Washington Redskins, Nike Basketball, and SFX Sports Group. He

remembers, “I knew that’s where I wanted to be.”
Kirsch’s building of expertise undoubtedly accelerated after he moved to Portland in May 2003, taking a
job in retail marketing with Nike. By June 2006, he completed the M.B.A. program at University of Oregon’s Warsaw
Sports Marketing Center. With years of educational and experiential preparation for a career in sports marketing, his next
move came naturally.
“None were as good a fit as Wieden + Kennedy,” claims
Kirsch, in reference to the many interviews he had before joining the ad agency in December 2006. A longstanding customer
of EA Sports, always buying Madden Football, he found his
niche with this company and account.
The activities that engaged this alumnus in his youth have
remained with him, as his profession allows Kirsch to play the
sports video games that have always appealed to him: “In relation to other types of games, I appreciate the competition and
camaraderie.”
Looking back on his gaming days, he marvels at the
current accessibility of video games: “The portability of video
games – people can play anywhere, anytime.” Helping to formulate and implement marketing strategy and TV and print ads
for EA Sports, he further illustrates the benefit of today’s video
games. “I appreciate anything that brings people together in a
positive way, that can be a conduit for fun,” comments Kirsch.
The perks of dressing casually and playing video games
constitute merely part of why he enjoys working with Wieden +
Kennedy. As he establishes himself at the agency, Kirsch aims
to further strengthen his professional skills. “I am really happy
working with EA Sports and am still learning the advertising
process,” he states. “I definitely have a long way to go.”
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’01
Class Representatives:
Harrison Ford harrisonmford@gmail.com
Daniel McDonell dmcdonell@gmail.com

Battle Williford joined Metropolitan BancGroup, Inc., as senior portfolio manager.

’02
Class Representatives:
Frank Langston flangston@gmail.com
Will Saxton wsaxton@uark.edu

Sean Foley graduated from the University
of Pennsylvania in December.
Jay Fulmer is in Nashville, working for a
new site development engineering firm,
Perry Engineering.
Brett Meeks is working for Senator Lamar
Alexander in Washington, DC, and is living
with Skipper Seabold ’01.
Trevor Weichmann recently got a job with
the new Vineyard Vines store in Memphis.
He has moved back and helped open the
store, where he is an in-store sales associate. Along with these duties, he is also the
collegiate products specialist in charge of
inventory projections, distribution, marketing, and new product development over all
Southern colleges and high schools.

’03
Class Representatives:
Jamie Drinan james.drinan@gmail.com
Randall Holcomb rholcomb@lennyscorp.com

William Adams moved to the Big Apple to
work in sales for Restricted Stock Partners.
Jamie Drinan is a discrepancy analyst for
Hospital Corporation of America in Richmond, Virginia.
Nathan Haynes graduated in May 2007
from the University of Alabama’s Culverhouse School of Business with a B.S.
in marketing and a minor in computer
applications and technologies. He is on the
board of directors of the Porsche Club of
Memphis. He is also the assistant manager
of Extra Space Storage in Collierville and
works at Swanky’s Taco Shop in Germantown. He’s keeping himself busy.
David Jacobson graduated from the
University of Colorado with a degree in
both finance and economics. He moved to
San Francisco, where he works for Fisher
Investments.
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MUSicians Strike a Chord
with TV Audiences
In January, two talented MUS alumni showcased their
very different musical styles on national television.
Violist David Kim ’99 and five other members of the
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center were the special
guest performers on a January episode of PBS’s Live From
Lincoln Center entitled “I Can’t Believe It’s Schoenberg!”
Having studied at Julliard, David Kim is currently a student
at the Geneva Conservatory in Switzerland. He expects to
be there for two years.
Hank Sullivant ’01 is playing lead guitar in a Brooklyn-based band called MGMT (The Management). The
band was started by Andrew VanWyngarden, who went to
White Station and played with Hank in Accidental Mersch,
their high school band. MGMT played on the Late Show
with David Letterman in January and toured Great Britain
and Europe in late winter.

John Phillips is a financial planning associate with Waddell & Associates, Inc.
Jeff Posson followed in his grandfather
Alex Wellford’s ’30 footsteps by attending
the University of the South after graduation
from MUS. Jeff graduated from Sewanee in
2007 with a degree in English and theater.
He was invited to join the Order of Gownsmen, an organization for high-achieving
students that advises the Student Assembly
and maintains and promotes the spirit,
tradition, and ideals of the university.

’04
Class Representatives:
Elliot Embry elliotembry@gmail.com
Harris Jordan ajorda12@utk.edu

Cotter Norris has been spending time in
South America – first a semester of school,
then trips to visit friends and travel to
Bolivia and Peru and now just a visit to
Argentina and Brazil with South American
friends. This summer he will intern with a
Brazilian agricultural company.

LASS
Cnews

Bonding in the Middle East

Bond Hopkins ’01, who earned a B.B.A.
from Southern Methodist University in
2005, is focusing on a career in international relations, centered on the
Middle East. To prepare for that endeavor, he spent part of the summer in
a graduate-level program called Fund for American Studies sponsored by
Georgetown University on the isle of Crete in Greece, where he was one of
seven Americans in an international group of 100 students from Palestine,
Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Italy, Albania, and Croatia.
Then it was off to Cairo, Egypt, where he is living and attending
intensive Arabic-language classes at American University of Cairo until
July 2008. In addition, Hopkins is working as a paid intern at the American
Chamber of Commerce (AMCHAM) in Egypt. One of his economics professors on the Georgetown summer program in Greece was Dr. Magda Shahin,
the former Egyptian Ambassador to Greece until 2006. Dr. Shahin is now
director of the Trade Related Assistance Center for AMCHAM, and Hopkins
is working in her office for special international trade projects specifically
related to Egyptians and international trade.
Hopkins finds Cairo, a city of 17 million people, unbelievable traffic,
and overwhelming crowds, a fascinating place to live and work. After he
completes his studies at American University of Cairo, it’s on to graduate
school and his ambition of completing a master’s in international relations.

Bond Hopkins with his father, Bruce ’68, in Egypt

’05

’06

’07

Class Representatives:
Kane Alber kralber@olemiss.edu
Sam Sawyer sammysawyer@mac.com

Class Representatives:
Sam Coates spc1430@aol.com
Chad Hazlehurst chazlehu@utk.edu

Class Representatives:
West Askew skew588@hotmail.com
Blake Cowan jcowan1@utk.edu

The UNC Clef Hangers featuring Charles
Askew released a new CD in April 2007 to
much acclaim; Time Out received a perfect
5 out of 5 from the Recorded A Cappella
Review Board (RARB). You can read the reviews at http://www.rarb.org. If you would
like to purchase Time Out or any of their
other CDs, check out the Albums page
of their website: http://www.clefhangers.
com. Charles invites everyone to come to
the Clefs’ spring concert on April 19, 2008;
it’s their thirtieth anniversary concert and
promises to be special.
Bo Ladyman is captain of the Furman
University tennis team. He is ranked #1 in
doubles and #2 in singles for the Division
I Furman Paladins. Bo had notable singles
wins last season over Tennessee, Georgia
Tech, and Kentucky. He had doubles wins
over Kentucky, Alabama, Georgia Tech, and
Florida State, ranking as high as #57 in the
nation.

Sam Coates was elected Pro-Consul (vice
Blake Cowan was appointed pledge class
president) of the Epsilon Kappa chapter of
president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon at the
Sigma Chi fraternity at the University of
University of Tennessee.
Memphis this year.
Brian Evans’ soccer team from Case Western Reserve University is going to Brazil
in May to play exhibition matches against
professional soccer teams.
In March, Walter Klyce sang at Carnegie Hall with the Harvard Krokodiloes
After leaving MUS, Cade Wallace gradu(Harvard’s oldest a cappella singing group).
ated from high school early and is now at
Robert Wallace made the College of Arts
the University of Colorado, Boulder, majorand Sciences Dean’s List at the University
ing in film.
of Colorado, Boulder,
for fall 2007. The
Dean’s List requires
that a student hold a
3.75 or better GPA.
Stay informed...
This achievement ranks
Be sure to give us your current email address
Robert among the top
so you don’t miss any e-invitations or updates
students at CU. In
			 on events. Just go to our website,
January, Robert was
				
www.musowls.org, and click
accepted into the School
of Architecture at CU.
				
on this symbol at the bottom

’08

				

of the page.
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Young Alumni Return for Holiday Brunch

Who says that nothing ever changes at MUS? This year for the first time, the
Young Alumni Holiday Brunch was held after the holidays. With the various
exam schedules and semester breaks of so many different colleges, we decided to try something new. The brunch was held on January 3 for the classes
of 2002-07, in hopes of catching them before they went back to college.
Thirty-five young alumni turned out for the event, and several found a
few minutes to catch up with their favorite faculty members after devouring a hearty brunch of egg casserole, cheese grits, and chicken biscuits with
their classmates in the Wunderlich Lobby of the Sue H. Hyde Sports
and Physical Education Center. Once again, the young men enjoyed
Above: Drew Alston ’07 and Louis Amagliani ’07
reconnecting with old friends and visiting MUS.
This row: Byron Tyler ’07, Jeffrey Webb ’07, and Zach
Gordon ’07; Tom Brown and Mac McCormack ’07;
Russell Nenon ’06 and Bobby Alston

Mark Your Calendar!
Homecoming/Reunion Weekend
is September 26-27, 2008
Alumni classes of 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1983, 1988,
1993, 1998, and 2003, contact your class representatives if
you would like to be involved in reunion planning.

Lee Hoyle ’04, Austin Rainey ’04,
Brad Spicer ’04, and Will Hickman ’05

Stewart Gray ’07 and David Morelli ’07; Chris McDonald ’07 and Ben Goldstein ’07; Erim Sarinoglu ’07 and Paul Yacoubian ’06

Viewpoint
by Mark Halperin ’67

Mark Halperin joined the
MUS Board of Trustees in 1998
and currently serves as chair of the
Admissions and Public Relations
Committee. He and his wife, Diane, were founding members of the
Thorn Society and are now in the
Thorn Society Headmaster’s Circle.
Executive vice president
at Boyle Investment Company,
Halperin leases and manages in
excess of 2 million square feet of
full-service class ‘A’ office space.
Halperin has received the Certified
Property Manager designation from
the Institute of Real Estate Management and the SIOR designation
from the Society of Industrial and
Office Realtors. He is a member of
Lambda Alpha Real Estate Fraternity and past president of Memphis
Building Owners and Managers
Association.
Halperin is active on a number
of boards throughout the Memphis
area, including MUS’s. He is past
chairman of the Memphis Area
Chamber of Commerce Developers
Council and is past president of
the Board of the Memphis Jewish
Home and continues to serve on
its Executive Committee. He is
past president of Temple Israel
Memphis, is currently on the Board
of Trustees of the Union of Reform
Judaism, and is a former board
member of the Jewish Foundation
of Memphis.
Halperin is a graduate of the
University of Tennessee, where he
studied accounting and real estate.

As I think of my relationship with MUS as a student in the
1960s, as one of the first Alumni Association presidents, and then
as a member of the Board of Trustees, I frequently reflect on the
impact MUS has had on my life as well as others in the community. MUS has molded several thousand boys into responsible
and thoughtful young men and adults. This
has been the result of a special environment “...having survived the process,
I learned that evenhanded
created by a series of outstanding faculty
justice
and respect for others
members and enlightened leadership.
When I think about my time as a
is the foundation upon which
student, I certainly remember the ups and
successful lives evolve.”
downs of the junior high school and high
school process but most often focus on the leadership of Colonel
Ross Lynn. I can accurately say that I was occasionally on the edge
of the less pleasant side of dealing with Colonel Lynn; but having
survived the process, I learned that evenhanded justice and respect
for others is the foundation upon which successful lives evolve.
The MUS community’s success, I believe, is directly a result of
the leadership of Ross Lynn, Gene Thorn, and Ellis Haguewood,
who have provided an environment in which boys evolve into
young men. The foundation of this leadership, with the strong
support of the Board of Trustees, is the irrefutable concept that
accountability, responsibility, and the unwavering commitment to
do the right thing create success in any walk
“...the real tipping point to
of life. The academic regimen that MUS ofthe
success of MUS graduates
fers is obviously superior, but the real tipping
is the entire experience that
point to the success of MUS graduates is the
entire experience that demands this account- demands this accountability and
ability and responsibility for one’s actions. I responsibility for one’s actions.”
am fortunate to be involved in several great
organizations, including my place of employment and several
nonprofit organizations. I believe whatever success I have achieved
is significantly a result of my time at MUS, both as a student and
as an alumnus, whereby I became an adult, understanding that
the most important key to success is doing the right thing.
MUS is a unique fraternity whose members are not selected
by the group, but rather as a result of parental decisions. This
fraternity has evolved into a diverse community whose members
have a lifelong bond. There is a unique level of confidence when
you know you are dealing with a fellow MUS graduate. In our
business lives, philanthropic endeavors, churches and synagogues,
MUS is the common bond that lasts a lifetime.

What’s your sport? MUS offers baseball,
basketball, cross country, football, lacrossse,
soccer, wrestling, and SLAM sports camp.

SLAM Leadership
Program is for rising
5th-8th grade boys.

Learn hands-0n
at Science Camp,
from lab testing
to fossil digging.

academics

It’s what you do now,
for what comes next:
high school, college, life.

sports camps

leadership

Various programs are for rising 5th graders and above, some are co-ed. For complete information and applications,
go to www.musowls.org/campuslife/summerschool.html or contact Judd Peters at 260-1379, judd.peters@musowls.org.
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